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Inside

UCF advances in .genetic research
MICHAEL ROBBINS
STAFF WRITER

The University of Central
Florida, .quickly gaining acclaim
throughout the state of Florida for
its. improvements as a research
institution, is becoming the leading
university in the state for research
in genetic engineering.
"Gerteti<;; engineering is being
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Nature Biotechnology, one of the
most prestigious journals for molecular and microbiology. He is currently working to find ways to
improve methodology in inserting
human genes in tobacco plants to
produce vaccines and proteins;
these new echniques may prove to
treat certain disorders.
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Dating Grune' provides fun~ information
BECKI PANOFF
STAFF WRITER

Playing music reminiscent of
the catchy 70's game show it was
modeled after, the Victim Services
DaWig Game mixed fun and educating students about safe dating and
abuse in relationships.
The second annual event took
place Feb. 9 in the
Student
Union
Students Courtyard.
The
give their activity, aimed at
views on educating students
about everything
Valentine's from
the red flagSDay an_d of · an unhealthy
love this relationship to vicweek in tim rights, showcased a mock verOpinions, sion of the' television show "The
pg.A-7
Dating
Game."
~ere were two
rounds, with the first baving three
''bachelors" on the panel and one
woman who asked questions to see
who would give the ''best" answer.
The second round was the opposite,
with one man and three ''bache19rettes."

pg. A-14
pg. 8-4

recognized around the world, and addition, this new work will prove
UCF has become one of the top to be a more environmentally
research institutions for [genetic friendly means of genetic engineerengineering]," said molecular biol- ing.
One of the leaders in this field
ogist and genetics researcher Dr.
has been Dr. Henry Daniell, who
Henry Daniell.
The new research being con- works for the department._of moleducted at UCF is groundbreaking. cular biology as a professor and
Through their work, newer, more conducts research through his lab.
efficient means of genetic engi- · He, as well as some of his students,
neering are being produced. In have been featured several times in

Red flags
Signs that your relationship may be unhealthy

Your partner is ....
unusually jealous _
violent with things or
other people
easily angered or has a
dual personality "Dr.
Jekyll, Mr. Hyde"
constantly accusing you
of che_ating
keeping track of your
time/where you are
(pager, cell phone)

PHOl'OS BY JASON KOKOl'OFF

Above: Four guys participated as the panel of bache·
lors for the event. There were two portions of the
game, one with a female contestant and one with a
male. Between the two portions, someone from victim
services talked to the audience about safe dating,
abuse and red flags for abusive relationships.
Left: Melanie Boden asks the panel of bachelors ques·
tions while participating in the Vidim Services Dating
Game. The Dating Game was put on by Vidim Services
as an educational tool to inform students about safe
dating practices.

SAFE, Page A-5

Does your partner ..••
criticize you for little
things or humiliate you
in front of people
• discoilrage your friendships and closeness to
family
discourage
personal .
achievements and success
are you always very
careful not to do something that will make your
partner angry or upset?

Distance learning classes
increase in popularity
JENNIFER PATERSON
STAFF WRITER

You're getting very sleepy••••
ypnotist Tom Deluca interacts with members
pkked at random from Feb. S's audience. ·
Deluca hypnotized the students during the
show and made the partidpants feel that they ·
~ere extremely cold, driving imaginary cars,
singing, dancing and much more.
·OPINIONS, pg. A-7

Whether it be taking a class
online, through a two-way interactive TV, by listening to the
radio or via a number of other
non-traJitional education mediums, learning outside of the traditional classroom environment
has become increasingly more
popular at UCF. Since spring of
1998, the number of students
enrolled in these types of courses has almost tripled from 3,661
to 9,088 students in the fall of
2000.
This semester there are a
total of six web-based degrees
and three certificate programs

available through distance learn.:.
ing at UCF. The degree programs include a Liberal Studies
Bachelor's of Arts ·Degree, an
A.A.IA.S. to Bachelor of
Science in Health Services
Administration,
Vocational
Education and 1ndustry Training
B.S. or Master's Degree, a
M.Ed. Degree in Educational
Media, and a Forensic Science
Option in the Master's Degree in
Industrial Chemistry. The certificate programs are the
Graduate
Certificate
for
Community
Colleges,
Professional
Writing
and
Nonprofit Management.

·ucF, Page A-5
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Don't help government destroy land
Police

Beat

JAMES NUNEZ
STAFF WRITER

Officers responded to a witness' claim of a fire
in the area around the wastewater treatment plant,
• located off of Neptune Blvd. Orange County
Fire/Rescue was also called to the scene.
It was discovered that a brush fire was burning
• strongly. Police then closed the portion of Neptune
and cut through a fence closing off the burning
property, so that access could be made by the
Fire/Rescue team.
The fire was extinguished, but not before _two
acres of grass and woodland had been destroyed.
Police suspect that a person had started the fire. If
~ you have any information, please call 423-TIPS.

•

Saving it for later
Officer Erik Lashinsky observed two men in a

dark colored car illegally parked in a handicap
space. Upon confronting them, he noticed one of
the men place something underneath the passenger
seat.
Lashinsky asked the two men to exit the vehicle while he searched their car. The driver then told
him that he did not have permission. Lashinsky then
asked if there was anything hid under the seats, to
which the driver answered no.
Lashinsky proceeded to search the car. He
found an open can of Bud Light underneath the passenger seat and arrested the driver for possession of
alcohol under 21.
Interesting choice Daniel san
Michael Wallis was pulled over by Officer·
Allan Darcey for speeding on Libra Drive. Upon
checking Vfallis 's record, Darcey learned that he
had been arrested in the past for driving without a
license.
Darcey then searched Wallis's car for inventory
purposes and found a pair of martial arts nun
chucks stowed underneath the passenger seat concealed from Darcey's sight. Wallis was charged
with possession of a concealed weapon.

UCF sees large drf!Bsin ,major crimes
JAMES NUNEZ
STAFF WRfl'ER

UCF's campus is and continues
to
be one of the safest state
6
college campuses in Florida,
according to the l].S. Department
of Education . .·HoWevii,~··-petiY'
• theft has seen a slight increase

non-forcible sexu'ai assaults on
campus in 1999. However, there
were 26 burglaries, six vehicle
thefts, five aggravated assaults
and two arsons. A total of 39
major crimes were reported, as
opposed to 41 the year prior.
Although the UCF PD has
not had trouble with major

over the past _Y:~~,.:·::---~~~j:~~~!'{;,i1':£ri~:~~' ,~tt)'.. ~~eft has c~used a
For the·
, ~·
-·. ...~tn~--~-...s!\ i::«~
~-...·~-~
~- >";~
9bJero_.
I_n ,_ ~_ 99_ 9,
_.=
~...,~
...~y..,.~~Vr"'I.>\:«\:<','-.-<• UCF has se
·
_ · . · - - .. ao · . mens, compaie(I to
in major crimes on campus. In the 213 the year before. Jennifer
1999, a s~tewide report done by· Russt:ll, manager of the UCF
• the Department of Education Bookstore; has had to deal with
shows that crime had fallen ten many attempts at textbook theft
percent on all of Florida's ten during this stressful spring semespublic universities.
ter.
As opposed to Florida State
"We did see an overall
University's leading 136 reported shrinkage (loss to the company) at
major crimes, UCF reported no our last inventory. In order to promurders, manslaughters, rapes or tect students from the rising cost

Didyou7
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•

Useless fact of the week
On average, 100 people
choke to death on ballpoint
pens every year.
Humans are the only primates that don't have pigment in t~e palms of their
,hands.
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Half of all Americans
live witbin 50 miles of their
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birthpla~e.

BECKI PANOFF AND
ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITERS

Concert, featuring John
Whitney
and
Ayako
Yonetani, on Feb. 14 in the
Student Union. Tickets are
$20. (407) 823-2863.
The
2001
SEC ME
regional competition is, Feb.
17, 7a.m. - 4p.m. in the
Student; Union. Local elementary, <fm_iddle school and
high school st'Udents compete
in academic events. (407)
823~5119.

Quete of the Week ·
1

'There is only one happiness in life, to love and be
loved.';

Campus briefs
The;

COMPILED BY

~George

exhibit

Sand

"Roberl
Stackhouse Works .on Paper'' Building your vocabulary:
is on display Tbtirsday, Feb.
15-March 30, in the UCF Art' chicanery
. Gallety3(407) 823-2676.
Pronunciation:
ls.hi-KANE-er-eel
n : trickery, deception
w

t.,,·.:,'

of textbooks, we have put some
different procedures in place,"
said Russell. In fact, Russell
claims that presently an average
cost of a new textbook is near the
$75 range. Not to mention, the
packages of books and study
guides run close to $150.
Backpack checks prior to
·triagara Dance, 1986 ~yRobert
entering the textbook .department,
.,
.
an increase in staff members to . Stackhouse.
siurt~rilV ai1d . srtrveillance -;
cameras throughout the store are
The university crowns its
but a few of the preventative mea' first Hnmeooming Queen,
sures that the bookstore is taking.
Patty[ Gray, following the
Working with the campus
Homecoming
b~sketball
police has been helpful, as well.
gatne
"They have been partnering with
us, as far as giving us suggestions
The UCF Orchestra pre·..
and recommendations to keep a
sents
Valentine's
Pops
tighter control on [the problem],"
said Russell.

atd ·

onv.

Example: ''Honesty, not chi. canery, will get you more
dates."

Valentine's Day: .

-In the United States over 1
billion valentine cards are
sent each year.

-ValentiJle's..oay _ is~<;elebrated

rn the UnitelStat~, ~~nada,
Mexico, the United Kingdom,
France and Australia;.

-Wom~n buy 85 percent of all
valentines.

For the best sex,
slip on one of these.
According to statistics, married people experience rhc greatest qualiry and quantity
of sex. That should come as no surprise. God creared sex co be most enjoyable
within a commiued, marriage relationship. If you want the besr for
your future, why settle for second best today?
Because love, sex and relationships are so central to our lives, we're offering
a free article on these important topics. Call or email us and
ask for "Sex and the Search for Intimacy."

aum"e 11u110Ns111P" m111 !U(ll ann111e?
(OR 11111 WllAT lOVI'' lll &IOUT!

n11s"'TllUl!D.&'f 7:10PM'" 'l'lllPIC&M I.Ill.HOM (mJDINTIJIQOlllJ
Sponsored by campus Crusade for Christ
\l>\W.E•ayS!udcnLcom

Crusade@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu
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Are vitamins healthy for society?
due to lack of daily recommended vitaSTAFF WRITER
mins and minerals. It's not as easy as just
taking a multivitamin every day. Each indiMost of us have been raised on the vidual is different and has different needs.
notion that if we take our vitamins daily,
"I take vitamins, but only either to
we will grow up big and strong. Well, this . ward off some sickness or battle one. And
may not be so true. New studies show that every once in a while when I remember,"
vitamins should only be taken if enough said Katie Haines.
isn't already taken in through the foods we
Vitamins A, D, E and Kare fat soluble
consume. It may actually be unhealthy for and can be stored in the body, so people
the human body to receive too much of a don't need to consume as much of these.
certain vitamin or mineral.
Fifteen milligrams of vitamin E should be
The national guidelines on how much taken each day, and is essential to protectof every vitamin and mineral Americans ing lung tissues from polluted air. It can be
should eat daily have recently been updat- found in sunflower seeds and nuts, two
ed. The ones that had been used are still very easy things to snack on. Vitamins A
being based on research done in 1968. and D are essential for bones and are found
Dietary habits have definitely changed in fortified milk, and can be found in
since then. However, don't expect food cheese.
labels to be updated with the new "recomHowever, Vitamins C, Bl, B2, 86,
mended dietary allowances" any time Bl2 and folic acids are water-soluble and
soon.
n~ to be replaced frequently throughout
If following the food guide pyramid the day. These are essential for the
and eating enough of all recommended immune system and metabolic activity,
servings, the average American shouldn't and can be found in most fruits and veghave to take a daily multivitamin. This can etables.
actually have a negative effect. Too much
Minerals are also important. Some of
vitamin C can cause diarrhea, too much these include. calcium, phosphorus, magvitamin E can cause uncontrolled bleeding · nesium, zinc and sodium. These can be
and too much folic acid can actually cause found in fortified cereals and meat prodnerve damage. These are not the effects ucts. Iron, important because it aides in
that usually come to mind when we think the making of hemoglobin, which moves
of vitamins. Yet, this mostly applies to . oxygen throughout our blood stream, can
both children and adults.
be found within raisins-another easy snack
College students usually don't plan between classes.
their diet around the Food Guide Pyramid.
It may seem easier just to pop a daily
They tend to eat what they can find easily multivitamin and forget about it, but peoand cheaply. This can however lead to ple must remember how easy it is to overweak immune systems and other problems dose on vitamins and actually harm health.

j
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DIANA HENNIG

Dear Health Nut,
I've been smoking for seven years and
can't seem to kick the habit. Now I am up
to smoking a pack a day. I truly don't
want to smoke for the rest of my life and
feel now iS the time for me to quit. I've
tried to quit cold turkey, .which never
works. So, I have begun to consider the
patch or maybe even a prescription drug to
help me stop. I'm just not sure how elfec".'
tive they are and if it's worth the money.
What do you think?
Sincerely,
Wanting to quit

Dear Wanting to quit,
There is no time like the present to kick
a nasty habit-and smoking is definitely one of
the nastiest! Not only is it unhealthy it is
expensive. On average, most smokers spend
$100 a month on cigarettes.
Generally there are three ways (aside
from prescription drugs) to curb those cigarette cravings: nicotine gum, nicotine patches
and nicotine nasal spray.
The gum should be used for 30 minutes
at a time. You have more control with this
method than the patch _because you control
the amount of nicotine you consume each
day.
The nicotine patch is worn on the skin
between the neck and the waist and supplies
small amounts of nicotine throughout the day.
Nicotine nasal spray is available only by

.f

w

•

prescription, but provides immediate relief
from cigarette craving.
Another prescription mediation available
to assist you in your struggle to quit smoking
is Zyban, an antidepressant. Unlike the other
methods, Zyban is nicotine-free. Most often
it is used to treat depression, but in smaller
doses it helps reduce the withdrawal side
effects and help you kick the habit.
According to a national study by researchers
at the University of Wisconsin Medical
School, smokers using Zyban are twice as
likely to have quit smoking a year later than
those using patches alone.
It is imperative that you DO Nar smoke
while using any of these products. Smoking
while using them can cause serious side
effects such as heart attack.
The American Cancer Society has several general tips to help you quit:
• Don't carry a lighter or matches.
• Spend your free time in smoke free places
such as museums, theaters or the library.
• Sit in the no smoking section when you go
to restaurants.
• Substitute sugarless gum for a cigarette.
• Drink lots of fluids and stay away from beverages with caffeine and alcohol because they
increase your desire to smoke.
• Exercise to relieve tension.
• Keep your hands occupied.
• Tell your friends and family that you are trying to quit smoking. Ask them to support you
and help you stay on the right track. Ask those
that still smoke not to do so around you.

uEf!E

STUDENTS

WAJ\ITToE>E.

WALT DISNEY WORLD' Co71ege Program
Open the door to your future with an
internship at the Walt Disney World Resort.
Network with Disney Management. Make amazing
friendships. And earn crucial real-world
experience. The key to your future· _;s now.

• Fully furnished spacious •Individual (private)
3 and 4 bedroom units
bathrooms available
• Individual leases for
your financial protection
Each unit provides:
• fullsize washer and dryer
•microwave
•garbage disposal
• dishwasher
• refrigerator with icemaker
•range
• miniblinds

•

• computer lab
• fitness center
•sand volleyball court
•clubhouse
•picnic areas & barbecue grills
• 2 sparkling pools
•beautiful lakeside setting
•gazebo area
• fax service available

•Private balconies available
• Study desk in evety bedroom
•All bedrooms prewired to
allow for two phone lines

Visit us at wdwcollegeprogram.com for
more info. Then go to the presentation and
interview for the internship of your dreams!

3101101 5:00pm

•

Room 125 Health & Public Affairs Bldg.
Other Floorplans Available

~o~~\\brld

-UCOLLEGE PROGRAM
wdwcollegeprogram.com
EOE • Drawlnji CreatNlrv from Dl•ersf1y • Cl Disney

® ~ocafetl

oo McCulloch Road.h·~J:usf ou~J;id.' tbe e;UCF North Gate!
fQr Mori Info Call:

36&-7474···

·
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· UCF leads in the range, diversity of distance classes
FROM PAGE A-1

nience or necessity may draw a
number of people to these types
While many probably have of courses, the question of their
noticed the proliferation of effectiveness still looms.
online courses the last few years,
"There are drawbacks to
what many do not know is that these types of courses," said
UCF leads U.S. colHannah. "I think that
leges and universities _
' , _
there was some loss
in the range and
as far as communicadiversity of classes it
tion. In an online
has available. In
medium it is difficult
March 2000, the
to really know what
United
States
someone is saying.
Distance Learning
Words can be taken a
Association awarded
number of ways."
UCF the "Excellence
An article from "The
in Distance Learning
Chronicle of Higher
Programming Award
Education" published
in
Higher
Feb. 21, 1997 highDrew
Education," for its
lighted an experiment
Hannah,
education use of disby a sociology profesa philosophy sor at California State
tance learning media.
major University who tested
"I have to say
taking an online c]ass
the value of online
is one thousand times better as education by dividing his class
far as convenience goes," said into two. According to the artiDrew Hannah, a philosophy cle, one group came to class, lismajor at UCF. "I can eat during tened to lectures, turned in
class, play the radio and I don't assignments and followed tradihave to worry about parking. I tional procedures. The other
learn in the comfort of my own group, used a WWW side to folhome."
low the course. The students
AJthough the idea of conve- communicated .through electron-

•

There are
drawbacks
to
these
types
of
courses.

•

ic mail, studied in collaborative
groups and communicated with
the professor in an online chat
room.
Dr. Shutte found that the
students learning in the non-traditional mode outscored those
with face-to-face instruction by
20 percent.
"A number of people who
would not normally communicate have the_opportunity to do
so in this type of environment
because of the relative anonymity," said UCF student.
UCF has earned a number of
awards and honors related to
Distributed Learning in the last
few years including the National
Learning
Infrastructure
Initiative in, a $200,000 Grant
awarded by the Pew Learning
and Technology program at the
Center
for
Academic
Transformation,
the
Davis
Productivity Award for the
POLARIS interactive web site,
and the APQC-SHEEO Faculty
Development
Award
for
Teaching with Technology. For
more information about distance
learning
visit
http://distrib.ucf.edu.

Online Exclusive:
•

Orange County cbainnan, R~bard C1'otly, is pus/fing to ban dancing in certa~n local
clubs in order to pretrent d':f'g use. ~g :f " to 1:"'i~~UCFfa.:t~~·cfJ1/l to read aJlrJUI thts:·
" . flt,in_''llnd the stutknlliwbo tt.cenlly'pty}'tpsted lit
I

lif
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Safe dating practices taught
FROM PAGEA-1

said Hitchcock.
The event was partly educationBetween questions and rounds, al and partly to raise awareness of
different statistics and information Victim Services to the UCF student
such as safe dating practices were population. The Victim Services
announced to the audience.
Unit, located in Trailer 533, is a ser''We want to have the educa- vice that provides Victim Advocates
tional component at least three times, to members of the University combecause that's what it is, an educa- munity. It also provides services such
tional event exploring healthy rela- as crisis intervention. emotional suptionships;' said event planner Becky
port
and
Hitchcock.
practical
Plans for
assistance,
the event had
information
been
on Victim Services:
and referral,
going; with Victim Advocates - (407) 823-6069 or education
(407) 823-6332
Victim
Outreach - (407) 823-2425 or (407) 823- services and
Services
volunteer
6333.
duplicating
opportuniCrime Prevention - (407) 823-2165
the program it Sexual Trauma Recovery Center (Hotline) ties to sturan at the (407) 740-5408
dents.
same time last Harbor House - (407) 886-2856
''Wedo a lot
Community Crisis Hotline - (407) 425- of lectureyear.
2624
''We
style proknew
we
gramming;'
wanted to do it since last semester;' said Hitchcock. ''We go in different
said Hitchcock. "Because of the classes. We always try to be interacStudent Union with reservations, we tive. At least every semester we want
had it reserved since November. We to have something like the dating
wanted it to coincide with game because it's different than just
Valentine's Day."
giving out facts - it's a different way
The
matched
"couples" to get the infonnation out"
received appetizer coupons from
Take Back the Knight, Sexual
either Friendly's or Applebee's. The Assault Awareness month in
local restaurants donated the September, semester training (comcoupons.
prehensive training on victimology)
''They [the couples] aren't and the Dating Game are all a part of
obligated to go on a date together, but the outreach programs provided by
they can go as friends if they want," Victim Services.

Important phone numbers:

.,

Why.settle for less after graduation?
Build a brighter
future with a graduate
degree from UCF.

.,

Choose from over 125 graduate
degrees and certificates

APPLY ONLINEI
www.graduate.ucf.edu
•
•

graduate@ mail .ucf.edu
407/823-5920

{Jiucp
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SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Over the Christmas season,
the Kappa Sigma fraternity was
saddened with the news that
alumnus Paul Linartas was diagnosed with Leukemia. Linartas, a
graduate of the University of
Central Florida and an active
alumnus of Kappa Sigma, is also
an active volunteer in the community. Both he and his family
have opened and are involved in
the daily operations of a nonprofit orphanage in Lithuania for
underprivileged children.
After hearing the news, the

fraternity immediately began
planning a philanthropic event
for his benefit. The result: Kappa
Sigma will be hosting a 5K Run
Walle to benefit the Leukemia
and Lymphoma Society (LLS)
and the Paul Linartas Trust Fund.
A majority of the funds raised in
the event will be presented to the
Leukemia and Lymphoma
Society, while the remaining
funds will be held, in trust, to
assist Linartas and his family
with the burdens of medical
expenses.
Money for the event will be
raised through both corporate
sponsorship and through the
donations of those participating. .
The SK Run Walk will start at
Gemini Circle on the UCF campus, and will end at the entrance
to Greek Park, beginning at
9 a.m. on Feb. 25.

Need a place to hang your tassel?

Achievements noticed by major
biotechnology companies
FROM PAGE A-1

u

"If I can do something that
will help society, that will be
great," said Daniell.
The main focus of Daniell's
work is to find a way to solve
environmental concerns that arise
from the genetic engineering of
plants, particularly the use of
tobacco plants, to express the
traits of foreign genes, notably
ones used in the creation of the
protein insulin and certain vaccines. There is a risk of these
genetically altered plants affecting
other plants through the release of ·
the different genes through pollen,
an environmental concern, which
Daniell wishes to fix.
In order to prevent these
problems, Daniell places the
genes away from the plant cell's
nuclear DNA (the basic code for
anything's genetic information).
Instead of using the nuclear DNA,
Daniell uses the DNA found in the
chloroplasts (a component of the
cell that is the site of photosynthetic reactions). By doing this,
Daniell is able to improve the
process and remove :the fears of
the genetically altered plants
affecting other plants.
In a recent article released by
Daniell, · he explained how this
new · method improved the
process.
"Expression of foreign genes
via plastid [component of chloroplast] genomes not only dramatically enhances the level of expression (because of 5,000-10,000
copies per plant cell and the
prokaryotic nature of chloroplasts), but also prevents out cross of
the introduced foreign genes via
pollen grains (because of their
maternal inheritance in most
crops)," said Daniell.
This new research will have
great impacts on the health of
humans. According to Daniell's
research, this new method will
help to decrease the cost of the
production of the protein insulin,
as well as to increase the speed of
their production. By doing this,
Q@.ie.ll willl>klp t:.oJmd.a.w~..to.-

provide a valuable production
· method for pharmaceutical companies. In addition, Daniell has
found lit.way to produce a form of
edible vaccine through this
process for Cholera.
''With chloroplasts, we are
capable of speeding up genetically the process of these reactions,"
said Daniell.
Daniell is not the only
researcher from UCF who is making major contributions to the
field. In addition, former UCF
graduate.student Brandy Decosa
has been able to make breakthroughs ·in North Carolina. Her
work involving the placement of
multiple genes into a cell through
a single step has recently been
published as a cover story for
Nature Biotechnology. In addition
to Decosa, another student, Oscar
Lewis, is receiving an internship
in San Diego with Dow Agro
Science, a prominent biotechnology company. Both were students
of Daniell.
All these accomplishments
are beginning to be noticed by
major biotechnology companies,
providing a lucrative opportunity
for UCF. These companies are
large contributors to research
institutes, in addition to being
huge sources of research. By
attracting these companies, UCF
is potentially bringing a booming
field to the state of Florida and the
university, one that will help
Florida's economy and bring
more funding to UCF. Through
this, UCF has the possibility of
gaining more funds via government agencies or from the biotech companies themselves.
"It is important for Florida to
utilize all the talent we have at
UCF instead of going out of
state," said Daniell, "Florida
should attract Bio-tech companies."
Daniell and other researchers
at and from UCF will continue to
seek improvements in genetic
engineering, in hopes of making it
a more environmentally friendly
process, as well as bringing more
~
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Feel the
love this

The candied
phrases of
endearment

..

· Sweetie*Hot
StufrCall me*/ love
you*Sexy.
*Red Hot*
I miss you* Be mine*
Valenti11e
KATIE GIRAULO
STAFF WRITER
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Ah ...the conversation heart. It's
February, and once again white,
yellow, pink and purple solidified
sugar hearts with less-thanHallmark inscriptions litter my
desk, fill my pockets and spill out of
my book bag.
How I love thee! Ooo la la!
Page me (the modem versions are
available). With all these candied
phrases of endearment and ways of
reaching out to the one you love, it's
a wonder we don't replace the
engagement ring with a grainy, hard
heart; the m.aqiage license with a
gift certificate to
Eckerd's that we may
stock up on Cupid's ,
favorite tokens of
affection.
Well, sweet cheeks, you can
keep your hearts and your
Valentine's Day, too! Until ~gs
change a bit, this girl's not taking.
Nope, fve doled out and eaten my
last conversation heart. They taste
bad, and, in the grand tradition of
Valentine's Day, the sentiments are
tired and trite.
I want a Cupid Day complete
with a conversation heart sonnet.
That would be impressive!
My
ideal
Valentine's
Day
would include conversation hearts
accompanying
something else besides "a
candlelight dinner with entree a la
boyfriend." If Valentine's Day really were something, conversation
hearts would never come with the

•
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DARCY ELENA

Yes it's Valentine's Day and also flexible and willing to
know many of you expect make it ~ork.
some sort of cynical .banter from
One of the reasons I think
me. Well I am not giving it to these long distance things someyou. Mainly because this year I times don't work is because it's
am in love. Not the love that is the whole I just graduated from
spelled-1-o-v-e but the love that high school and my boyfriend
is spelled 1-u-v.
and I will be together forever.
What's the difference? Well Come on let's face it young love
this love is the hardest one, is hard to hold on to. I realize
especially when it's a long dis- this and all I can do is roll with
tance love. Unfortunately, my the punches.
significant other lives in Tampa
Another reason the long
and I, here in 0-town.
distance thing doesn't work all
We spe.ak on the phone of the time is because people are
every night and are well aware not willing to try. They get
of the ramifications the long dis- caught up in petty arguments.
tance romance entails. But hey, ·
They argue about who
Tampa is only about an hour and called who last and who drove
a half away from here. We 're . where last. Those things should-

n't really matter.
Now as I write this the
doubts creep into my head. I
start to think, yeah sure, write
all of your mushy stuff now and
it's just going to come back to
haunt you. Well if that happens
so be it. I will deal with it then.
I guess my point is that
relationships are never easy.
Regardless of if your loved one
lives next door or four towns
away relationships are a lot of
work. I don't plan on rushing
into anything until I am sure and
neither should any of you. So
with that I wish you a!l a happy
Valentine's Day.
Dam, I gu~ss I did write
about Valentine's Day.

The power of suggestion
I .wonder why some people fell under his
influence more than some others? I asked a
friend who had been hypnotized what it was like
and she told me it was like a long dream or deja
vu. DeLuca is a psychologist and also an excellent showman, working the crowd with lines
delivered at all the right times.
What troubles me about this new age topic is
that if DeLuca can do it, what if other people can
too? How controlling can the hypnotist become?
Also, would someone do something while hyp. notized that they wouldn't do normally? This sets
off all kinds of moral bells and whistles in my
mind. I'm not saying it's a science exactly, just
that it seems a bit dangerous, almost out of a science fiction movie.
So, in between bouts of hysterical laughter
at the antics of the sleepwalking students, I eventually decided that there must be something to
the business of hypnotizing, even if I wasn't sure
what it was. It wasn't even the words of the
showman himself that convinced me -after all.
According to DeLuca, it all boils down to the
power of imagination. What hooked me was that
no male I know would knowingly and willfully
perform Ricky Martin songs in front of a gathering of peers.

LIBBY BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

I can honestly . say that no one attended the
Monday night hypnotism more of a skeptic than
me. I was prepared to denounce him on the spot.
After watching the entire show, I can say that
there must be something more to it than I was
previously aware.
Tom DeLuca began the show by writing a
time down on a sheet of papyr and borrowing a
watch from the audience. He cha.nged the time
with the watch behind his back and magically, it
said I :00, the same time he had written down.
This only served to reinforce my belief that the
whole show was a scam.
DeLuca chose 15 or 20 volunteers at random
from the audience and hypnotized most of them
successfully, .though some did not fall under the
spell and had to leave the stage. He then had
them lift imaginary barbells, drive imaginary
cars, and sing and dance like Ricky Martin.
Shannon Schultz was convinced that she was·
from another planet and needed help repairing
her spaceship, though only an equally convinced
interpreter could decipher this for the audience
from her alien ramblings .
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Valentine's Day is here.
Ano .h er day we don't get off,
but either walk around grinning or sulking. Yeah, that day.
For those of you who have
significant others, it's raining
hearts, kisses, flowers, love
letters and chocolate. For the · rest
of us, well, at
least there's still
chocolate.
All
mush
aside, Saint Vaientine
is a Christian martyr whose
"feast day" we all know is Feb.
14. He is know1f as the patron
saint of lovers although the
custom of sending valentines
is not actually connected to
him. That seems to occur quite
often with holidays.
Remember the good old
days in grade school when we
would all hand out and receive
those cute little "be mine" and
"forget-me-not" valentines and
candy hearts?
Later it became
carnations and
ca:Hdies to secret
admirers,
although I never
did find out who
that silly flower came from.
Okay, so now I'm not a big fan
of carnations, but I ~dmit it, it
was fun. We like acting goofy.
Now, Valentine's Day has
bec.ome more serious. We
either love it or hate it with a
passion.
In
reality,
Valentine's
Day
does
serve a purpose and it's a
good thing we
have just such a
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Peanut butter M&M's need love too
.

have you done to deserve this?
You're the middle child. You
don't have to do anything
Many of you know this feel- wrong.
ing.
If you are one of these
You- work hard to be unfortunate souls, then you must
noticed. You're the diamond in understand the plight of your
the rough of your family. But fellow slighted...
you don't get the attention the
... The almond, minty and
older sibling(s) and younger sib- peanut butter M&M's.
ling(s) get.
Yes, that's right. I bet some
No matter how hard you try, of you don't even know these
neighbors, family (immediate delectable little candy-coated,
and extended), your parent's nutty and cool morsels of goodfriends and co-workers, the cute ness existed! And more's the
telephone guy and the newspa- pity. Pity for you, who has never
per delivery man who never dou- strayed beyond the comfort zone
ble-bags your paper on rainy- of Plain and Peanut M&M. Or
days, seem to shove you aside.
perhaps the · "new" Crispy
And you ask, why? What M&M. Of course you know
CHRISTIE ZIZO ·
STAFF WRITER

that's just Nestle's Buncha
Crunch with candy coating,
right? You thought you were
being so radical, so hip.
These love-starved little
creatures have existed since the
1990s. Where are their nifty cartoon characters? Where is their
thirty-second spot? Where are
their press agents? Why don't
actors fawn over them as they do
the other M&M's? And you
don't see Plain (excuse me, he
goes by "Milk Chocolate" now)
·and Peanut licking Almond or
Peanut Butter as they lick
Crispy! Why, even the minis get
a spot with big brothers MC and
Peanut!
And-poor Minty, who had a

brief stint with the regular M&M
line-up in the early 90s, but was
pushed to the holiday racks. The
black sheep of the M&M family,
shunned, cast about to become
seasonal fare. But sources from
some remote regions of the
country, like New Jersey, claim
they did not see Minty in their
holiday candy aisles. Oh, Minty,
where have you gone?
When will it be Minty,
Almond and Peanut Butter's
time in the spotligh~? When?! ·
Someone must be a champion! Provide a voice for these
voiceless, overlooked yet equally wonderfully tasty little
friends! _I invite you to join me!
Stand up all, ye middle children!

Fight for your brethren! Don't
stop until we see Almond and
Peanut Butter ~eing chased by
scantily-clad models at a tropical resort! Do not cease until
Minty is given· his due and distributed freely for everyone (yes,
even people from Jersey) to
enjoy!
And while I am at· it, I
would also like to mention my
campaign to bring back the Tan
M&M. He was a good M&M,
and did not deserve the boot
(although blue is a lovely color).
If they had to boot an M&M, it
should have been Brown. He is
the frivolous M&M. Chocolate
is already bro~n ! Why have
brown candy coating at all?!

Good conversation is the key It's all about the little things
FROM PAGE

A-7

planned/expected helium balloon filled with
(circle one) (a)stuffed animal or (b)sµk roses.
Instead, I'd come home to find a trail of
conversation linguine strands, all inscribed
with telling smprises... And I'd say to my worthy Valentine, "You mean, this whole time
you had Ani DiFranco tickets? You knew
how to dance after all? You never really liked
· Scream2?"
Oh yes, my friends. Valentine's Day
needs a revamping, and you can help! Even if
it's with conversation hearts, you too can

learn the language of Valentine perfection.
FROM PAGE A-7
This year I encourage you to be creative.
Dare to stray from the standard sugary
day. For the type who just can't seem
exchanges. Dig down deep and really give a
to say it, Valentine's Day provides a
piece of yourself. Do something neither of suitable outlet. for those who can,
you thought you could/would do. Be unpreValentine's Day lets them express it
dictable, original, and put some thought into
even more. If you want a really memoValentine's Day: past the Looney Toons
rable one, get together, make up, or
_ valentines, and dinner/movie dates. Hand
break up on Valentine's Day. There's
over the remote control, even on a
no better day to say "be mine" or "go
Wednesday night.
ahead, forget all about me." .
This year, go dancing in the rain and
In a world where e-mail has taken
never complain once ..... most importantly,
over the ai1cient practice of letter writhave some good conversation!
. ing, consider this: send someone a

note, an actual hand written note. It's
nice to see that someone has taken the
time to dig up a pen and paper.
Valentine's Day is all about the little
things. Although any day is good for
the details, Valentine's Day is a national reminder to make someone feel special. That includes yourself, of course.
Valentine's· Day is one of those
days where it's safe to indulge. I may
be sitting alone with my chocolate pudding pie, but I'm smiling and loving it.
Indulge in your special someone or in
yourself. Come on folks,.feel the love!
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Her .Boyfrien~ Won't

laaiDill Tha•wtallls

You can love your pet...
but 'lOve' your pet?
this," said a spokeswoman for
Woolworths. You'~ got serious
problems if you're sending your
dog, cat, bird or even duck a
Valentine's Day card.

G Home!
o

0

ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

Stick 'em up
Recently a five year old
was suspended from an Orange
County school for bringing a
9mm gun to school. The
Tangelo .Park Elementary
school student said he found the
gun behl.nd a dresser. The gun
had been hidden there by his
mother. The school is now
debating on wh~ther to expel
the child. The question is, what
exactly are we teaching this
small boy by suspending him?
He is too young to understand
exactly what he has done, just
that ~t was wrong.
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Calling it qufts
Tom Cruise and Nicole
Kidman are divorcing because
they say their work has kept
them apart. Let us review. They
met on the set of Day of
Thunder. They co-starred in Far
and Away as well as Eyes Wide
Shut. During his shooting of
Mission Impossible II Kidman
had the filming of the niovie she
was working on moved to
Australia so they could be
together. Now let's get a valid
excuse.
Survival of the Greediest
Another week down, another great episode of Survivor II
under our belt and another loser
kicked . out of the land down
under. The teeth-removing,
retired police officer, "Mad
Dog" .Maralyn Hershey from
the Ogakor tribe bit the dust;
finally. But the sad thing? I am
not bright enough to remember
to turn on the VCR after setting
it up ... So I missed the whole
show.

If you 're addicted to
Survivor II as well, check out
Yahoo!'s Survivor Pick 'em.
This great web page allows you
to wager who will be the next
'survivalist' to get booted from
the Outback. The address is
http://tvgames.yahoo.com/survivor.
Just plain odd
There is a difference in loving your pet and "loving" your
pet. The British have taken their
love of their pets too far. They
are now sending Valentine's Day
cards to their animals. "This is a
trend which is set to increase as
people look upon pets as one of
the family -- giving Valentine's
cards is a natural progression of

Recently 16 people survived, lost at sea, off of the
breast milk of Faustina
Mercedes, a passenger on the
boat. The milk, taken in very
small amounts each day allowed
them to coat their throats and
wet their lip_s and kept them
alive till they could be rescued.
My question is this:. How did
she survive this ordeal? A lot of
nutrients are lost through
breast~feeding. This would have
caused her a severe loss.
Sad, but true
Fourteen-percent
of
Americans when surveyed
could not identify North
America when asked to on an
unmarked world map. Hello?
You live there and you don't
even know what it looks like?
The only bird with a fully
formed penis is a Swan. So
beware when you go for a walk
around Lake Eola. That little
fluffy dog might not be the only
thing on your leg .

XFL runs short
The XFL premiered Feb. 3
in Orlando to over 36,000 stadium-goers. The thing Vince
McMahon(! think that's it) did
not anticipate was every redneck in Bithlo and Ocoee showing up and sapping the stadium
for its entire stock of beer
before half-time. The Citrus
Bowl sold nearly 250 kegs
worth of draft beer, more than
the 198 or so kegs they emptied
at the last Citrus Bowl game.
XFL fans are a different breed
apparently; an incestuous one.

In past issues...
In my column two weeks
ago I mentioned specialty stores
that- .sold weird items. A reader
·mentioned another such store to
me. The Rubber Stamp and Sign
Company. I knew there was
something missing in my life.
Rubber stamps. Who devotes a
whole store to this, and why?
I pondered what those little
plastic things at the end of your
shoelaces are called many
issues ago, and someone came
through for me and found out.
They're aglets. Who makes
aglets? And is it good money to
do so?
Quote of the Week:
"It is hard to believe that a
man is telling the truth when
you know that you would lie if
you were in his place."
-H. L. Mencken
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Walking on Campus: Frogger Style
rather be the crocodile hunter, light?
then a parking cone to a monI bet those drivers would
ster truck.
stop for pedestrians crossing if
I hope we all remember the
This campus is defiantly a cop was sitting there. Maybe
classic arcade hit Frogger, from not a pedestrian friendly envi- we could have above ground
the good old days when school- ronment, compared to most overpasses for pedestrians to
work was coloring inside the other state university in Florida. take, wait UCF can't afford
lines. Frogger was a great chal- Look around the streets, their enough parking, how could they
lenge of skill, hand-eye coordi- are some pedestrian crossings buy those? Just sticking to the
nation, and just plain luck. UCF but where are the signs letting signs might be a good start for
has is own version of Frogger the drivers know pedestrians now. Something ·needs to be
but we as students are the so- · have the right of way?
done before road kill is named
called "frog" in this game.
Most colleges I know have this week special on the student
I don't know how many of signs all around any where union menu.
you walk around campus but there is a crossing, letting dri- •
Maybe I should beat up a
probably a lot of you since the vers know to. slow down and crossing guard to get - their
closest parking space is two stop for those that dare try to bright orange vest and .portable
miles away. You know why cross the streets. Give me a stop signs to clear the path for
Frogger is an appropriate name river to cross any day, com- my fellow students an.d myself.
for the day to day task of walk- pared to a four-lane road with I would just be doing it to help
ing around campus? Instead of student drivers wanting to leave my fellow student endure this
an alligator to avoid o_r a log to as fast as they can from every deadly daily task. Maybe we
jump on, we have two-ton truck direction. If you did end up should have school zone signs
driving at us at 35 MPH, or putting the pedestrian crossing with flashing lights, doubling
course that's if they are obeying signs up would drivers stop or the fines always seems to get
the speed limit. I think I would pass you by at the speed of people to slow down and look
JOSHUA MURDOCK
STAFF WRITER

for kids.
Looking both ways is
something that Mom and Dad
told you early in life before you
went out to play, well it's a must
at UCF. You don't have time to
hold someone's hand to cross
the street, you both might get
"Game Over." Run, run, run, or
at least speed-walk to ym.~r destination, because those drivers
are ready to go home or finding
that perfect parking spot before
class. Those that are slow as a
turtle might not make the
Frogger cut and will have to
wait hours to cross the logs, I
mean roads.
Not all student drivers are
aiming to run down and kill
those walking on campus. I
have had plenty of kind, considerate, law-abiding citizens stop
and let me cross the street out
of harms way. I tip my hat to
those that make crossing the

highway of death a more tolerable act. At least I thought I
might be out of harms way. Still
even if one car stops, that does
not mean the cars in the other
lane will even see you on the
road. This is really when the
video game skill comes into
play. Going Frogger style you
must dodge in and out of traffic
and maneuver yourself to a safe
spot.
Good luck to all those fellow students that brave the
walk, each and every day. I'm
right there beside you maneuvering my way across those
vehicle-filled roads, trying to
make my way to a better education. I have been pretty lucky
and have survived the Frogger
experience thus far. Only a couple more months to go and
maybe I will graduate with an
extra life and the high score.
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Bring your

teaching degree to

c

10%off

• Fresh Food Deli
• Energizing Smoothies
I' Natural V'rtamins
• Fret HeJlldt Consultations
• Sports Nutrition
• Wtld Weekly Specials
• Bulk Snack Foods

.· . . .. Or1-1Hk>?$.lialural
· :-,;r1t.esot1r{fj Since 1935

•
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In California you'lrhave more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate, sports,
entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be welcomed with open arms
and minds eager to learn. We need you here. To learn h~w easy it is to get here, call toll-free
1-888-CalTeach or visit our website at www.calteach.com.

•
•
•
•
•

Competitive starting salaries and benefits
Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
Housing and cost of living incentives
Strong community support for teachers
Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery

,,

(

..
l eft Coast. Right Job.SM

.
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Place your ad today! 407-977-1009 (fax: 407-977-0019)

•

HELP WANTED
Earn $1.000 - $2,000 this semester with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
888-923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
Receptionist needed - Veterinary Office in
Oviedo. Part time or full time. Mornings,
Saturdays. Prevet majors or experience
preferred. 407-366-7323. Apply in person or
bring resume to 45 Alafaya Woods Blvd.,
Oviedo.
FUN, ENERGETIC people needed ASAP.
Flexible part time or full time availa~le.
Willing to train. Earn extra income, call
1-877-419-0862.
TRAIN TO BE A SWIM INSTRUCTOR
SwirnKids USA is now hiring Swim
Instructors. FT/PT, Weekdays and Weekends
available. May through September. Only
mature, professional and responsible need ·
apply. Knowledge of Swim Strokes and good
working with children a must. $10/hr and up.
Call 407-245-9587 for interview or apply on
line at www.swirnkidsusa.com
NEED MONEY?
A local student housing complex needs a
security manager to work from 12 am until 8
am - have fun and gain valuable experience!
SALARY NEGOITABLE!
Call today 407-380-6000.
Ideal eX.oerience for Criminal Justice Majors! NYSE Telcomrnunications Co. looking for
self motivated stu,ters to work from home,
dorm, car, anywhere set own hours, schedule
earn XTRA $$$$call Frank 407-366-6408

Valet Parking Positions available for
friendly, outgoing and motivated people: Must
be available to work at least 24 hours per
week. We have full time & part time, AM &
PM positions available at upscale hotels in the
Downtown Orlando and Disney World areas.
Starting pay is $9 - $12 per hour. Please call
407-841-7275 Monday - Fri.day 9 a.m. -5 p.m.
After hours and weekend, please leave a voice
mail me.ssage and we will return your phone
call ASAP.
Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!
$8/hour - Flexible Schedules for Students.
All you need is an enthusiastic voice,
TeleSolutions can teach you the rest!
For phone interview please call
407-678-8191.

FREE RENT - in exchange for help with
horse ranch in the Oviedo area. Prefer experienced, female. Call 407-365-9866 or
407-415-6695

HELP! Currently living at home 45 minutes
away. Searching for room including utilities
close to UCF and/or Oviedo, Will take best
offer. Call Sam at 407-230-8038 with info.

ApartmentRenting.com
FREE online college apartment search.
Ranked # I apartment site for college students. EARN CASH, be an
ApartrnentRenting.com campus representative.

FOR SALE

SERVICES

.IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU CRAZY?
· Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of changing
your major? Need a tutor? Call Vrrginia at
407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo - 15 yrs.
Experience - Reasonable Rates - Flexible
Hours - Computer Access
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com

MARY KAY
Experience the difference- what the# 1 selling
brand of skin care and color cosmetics can do
for you! Try before you buy, gift with every
purcha~e and free delivery. Call Anita at
407-539-2386.
1990 Toyota Corolla For Sale. Excellent A/C,
very low miles. White w/ grey int., great condition. Very reliable, must sell. %$2,900 obo!
407-381-0445

RECREATION COUNSELOR - City of
Maitland - Must pass Department of Children
and Families (DCF) screening requirements.
Possess DCF certification or begin DCF training within 3 months of employment and complete the training wi~n 15 months of employment. Possess certification in First Aid and
CPR, or obtain within three months of
employment. Starting salary $7.00 to $7.50 an
hour (based on experience), plus paid benefits.
Apply to: City of Maitland, Personnel
Department, 1776 Independence Lane,
Maitland, FL 32751. Position opened until
filled. EOE MIFIDN D-F-W
Bookeeper/Administrative Assistant Accounting practice looking for experienced
relianle full charge bookeeper, work includes '
to service multiple clients & data entry input.
Multi task, good organizational skills a must.
Benefits include health insurance, retirement.
$10.50 per hour. Located on Dean Road and
Colonial Drive (East Orange). For more information call 407-382-6658. Ask for Sonia. Fax
resume to 407-281-9488. ·

FOR SALE - DRAFTING TABLE WITH
MACHINE. Like new condition. Excellent
for student or home office. $395 obo. Call
407-862-1208 to inquire.
· Bed - 1 Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. brand new. List $799
must sell $250. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.
Bed - Brand new mattress. Full size 'still in
plastic. Worth $475 must sell $135. Can
deliver. 407-422-8848

ROOMMATES
Non-smoking female roommate wanted.
$260~month to share 2-bedroom, 2-bath house.
Call Sarah (407) 482-5671.

Simplify Your Life!
We offer a wide variety of services - ranging
from total home cleanings to even the dreaded
yard chores and personal errands.
Weekly/Biweekly & Saturdays available. can
Scot or Erin Walker for an affordable price
quote today. 407-677-9618. Proudly serving
throughout the UCF community. Excellent
References available.
Drowning In Debt? Avoid bankruptcy;
lower interest; stop collection calls. Free personalized counseling. Non-profit agency. 407599-0057 ext. 203
FRENCH TUTORING BY A FRENCH
NATIVE or any kind of help with the
French language. Special rates for UCF students. Flexible hours. Come home. Call
GERALDINE (407) 719-5235 or e-mail:
geraldine@ifrance.com
DJ Connoiseur - International Mobile
DJ of the Month by DJ Times Magazine.
Formals, Parties, Weddings. Visit
DJCARL.com to hear MP3 mixes and see
videos. Call 407-306-8010 today!
TAX RETURNS prepared by accounting
graduate student. Fees from $15. studenttaxes@email.com 407-497-48?0 !

Phone: 407.823.2197
Location: MOD 608 Behind the Communications Building
http://reach.ucf.edu/..uwc
t
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JAPAN !
TEL~407·351·9999
Email: floriclaopc@earthlink.net

Hours of Operation
Monday - Thursday
8:00 a.m. 10:00 p.m.
Friday
8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Sunday
2:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m.

"
•

NEED MONEY FOR GRAD SCHOOL?
100% TUITION AVAILABLE! Contact
Major Nicj Coddington UCF Army ROTC
(407) 823-5383.

IACE TRAVEL

Because Writers Need Readers

,

SCHOLARSHIPS

SUPER AIRFARF/fRY US

University Writing Center

f '"

UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union (GLBSU) meets Tuesdays at 8 pm in
the Student Union. Check monitor in Union
· for room location.

SPRING BREAK

ABC BARTENDING SCHOOLS
Job Placement Assistance/EZ Pay
407-894-6719
Thousands Trained & Placed by ABC
www.abcbartending.com
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Baseball team has won
five straight games
FROM PAGEA-16

his first victory of the season after losing the season opener against
Florida International.
In the second game of the series, the Golden Knights scored
six runs the final three innings to win a 10-4 decision over SIU.
With the game tied at 4, right fielder Wayne Summers put UCF
ahead for good with an RBI single in the sixth inning, and left
fielder Jason Graham put the game away with a two-run home run
in the eighth. Freshman pitcher Paul Lubrano picked up his first
collegiate victory in relief of UCF starter Jason Arnold.
The final game of the series, an 11-3 UCF victory, was over
almost as soon as it had started. The Golden Knights sent 11 batters to the plate in the first inning, getting six hits and scoring
seven runs. Junior center fielder Mike Myers, who had been in a bit
of a slump, led the way with a leadoff home run and an RBI double in the inning. It was only the 14th time a UCF players has
recorded two hits in an inning. After the first, Myers was pulled to
rest a nagging knee injury.
.
"It felt great," Myers said about breaking out of his early-season slump. "I just wish I could have stayed out there a little longer,
but my knee's been bothering me for quite some time now. To get
out there and swing it as well as I did, it felt real good."
Busbin, pitching on four days' rest, gave up only one run in
five innings to get his second victory of the week, striking out four
and walking none. Bergman was very happy to sweep the series.
"I think it's extremely important (to get the sweep)," said
Bergman. "That's what we challenged them to, that we had a
chance to nail the coffin right here. It was very, very important for
them to go out there and establish the fact that in a three-game
series, we 're going to nail that third game."
This week, #20 UCF (5-1) hits the road for four games, taking
on Bethune Cookman on Tuesday and playing three weekend
games against perennial powers Wake Forest, Purdue and Rice at
the Coca-Cola Classic in Houston, Texas.
"We'll see how good we are when we go out there," said

Golden Knights fill need at defensive end
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

The major theme of UCF's
recruiting day was defense, and
defensive end was among the key
positions coaches looked to
improve. Left with only three
quality. expeJjenced players at
the bookends'following the graduation of Fred Harley and departure of Don Paget the team needed to add depth in hopes of competing with the tougher teams on
the 2001 schedule. And with the
signing of five such players this
week, this looks to be a much~
improved position fof several
years to come.
The five defensive ends that
put their names on the dotted line
for UCF include Paul Carrington,
Marcus Clemons, Rashad Jeanty,
Craig Waters and Mico Williams.
Carrington, a 6-foot-6, 235pound linemen from Effingham
County
High
School
in
Springfield, Georgia, might be a
few years away from making a
serious impact. UCF Head Coach
Mike Kruczek projects that
Carrington, who played basketball and wrestled in high school,
should be able to add 50-70
pounds to an already stron.g
frame over the next few seasons.
He runs a 4.9 in the 40-yard dash
and finished his senior season
with 41 tackles and 10 sacks
while graduating with academic

honors. For now he will play
defensive end, but could eventually get big enough to be an interior lineman.
The speedy 6-foot-3. 220pound Jeanty could make a more
immediate impact. Out of Carol
City High School in Miami, he
cfu>se UCF over both Virginia
Tech and Ole Miss. He had 82
tackles, 11 sacks. three forced
fumbles and six fumble recoveries his senior season and wa~
rated the nation's 14th best player by the Miami Herald.
According to Kruczek~ he "gets
off the ball as well as anyone
we've seen:· and should be a
valuable pass rusher.
In Williams, the Golden ·
Knights have one of the best athletes in the class. A running back
i~ high school, he also had the
versatility to play quarterback,
wide receiver, free safety and
defensive end. According to
Jamie Newberg of Border Wars,
some colleges are even projecting
him as a wide out in college. At
6.,foot-3, 220 pounds, he played
three years of basketball for
Edison High School in Miami.
His major skills include speed,
size, and agility and he received
All-State honorable mention honors his senior season.
Out of Astronaut High
School in Titusville, Clemons
and Waters are two of the biggest
signings in the class, both literal-

ly and figuratively. Clemon measures up at 6-foot-7, while Waters
stands 6-foot-6. Clemon's weight
of 270 opens the possibility of
him eventually playing tight end
or offensive line. He is projected
as one of the nations top
prospects and could be a major
addition in years to come. He
recorded 86 tackles, five and half
sacks, one touch~own, seven
fumble recoveries and an interception his senior season.
The 200-pound Waters could
be an emerging sleeper. Also a
basketball player in high school,
his weight should go up in time.
He runs a 4.75 and recorded 106
tackles, 13 sacks and three fumble recoveries while receiving
AU-State honorable mention last
year. He is expected to redshirt
this season, but has plenty of
potential for years to come.
With the lack of depth at the
defensive end position, all of
these players will have their
chance to make a significant
mark this year. UCF did lose out
to Rutgers on Alfred Peterso.n out
of Carol City, but overall the
Knights were successful in bringing in quality talent at defensive
end.
''These are guys that are
going to have a great opportunity
to step up and show us what they
can do very, very quickly in summer practice," said Kruczek.

,.

My~rs.

Grand Larceny
One of the strengths for UCF early in th.e season has been the
team's speed on the base paths. The Golden Knights have already
stolen nine bases in six games, including two double-steals.
Bergman says that while UCF is already having success in this
department, the best is yet to come.
·
"We're going to steal a lot of bases before it's all over," he
said. "But you just don't want run people to be running people
early in the season like this. You start getting wear and tear on their
bodies. We're still holding a couple guys back."
Catcher Jeremy Frost, shortstop Jeremy Kurella and center
fielder Mike Myers lead the way for the Golden Knights with two
stolen bases apiece.
Fox hits first UCF home run at Bergman Field
It finally happened. In UCF's 8-4 victory over Bethune
Cookman last week, UCF second baseman Mike Fox hit the first
home run by a Golden Knight in Jay Bergman Field. It was also the
first home run for UCF this season. The two-run blast came in the
second inning off B-CC starter Carlos Marrero, and opened the
scoring on the day for the Golden Knights.
Pitcher of the Week: Brad
Busbin
The junior right-hander ·
won his first two starts as a
Golden Knight, beating BCC and Southern Illinois. He
now has a 2-0 record with a
1.64 ERA, nine strikeouts
and only one walk.

'i

PHOTO BY ADAM SHIVER

Hitter of the Week: Jeremy
Frost
The junior catcher had five
hits in 12 at-bats against
Southern Illinois, driving in
six runs and scoring five
times. His two-home run
performance in the opening
game of the series was
UCF's best individual offensive game of the year.
PHOTO BY JASON KOKOl'OFF

NOVA
SOUTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY

;ya Southeastern University's Master of Occupational
rapy Program can help you reach your goal.

Work with nationally recognized faculty
Build clinical, critical thinking and leadership skills via our innovative curriculum
Be exposed to multiple practice arenas and
employment opportunities
Study in a state-of-the-art educational facility
amidst palm trees and sunshine
Earn enrollment into our Doctoral Programs
in Occupational Therapy

For more information, caU (800) 356-0026, ext. 1101 or (954) 262-1101 or
visit us on the Web at www.nova.edu/cwis/centerslbpd/ot/index.html
Nova Southeastern University Occupational Therapy Program
3200 South University Drive, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33328

NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY ADMITS STUDENTS OF
ANY RACE, COLOR AND NATIONAL OR ETHNIC ORIGIN
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Recruiting class· heavy with defense, offensive line
FROM PAGE

,

A-16

UCF signed safeties Peter Sands and
James Cody and comerback Omar
Laurence. Sands (6-5, 200 pounds)
comes from Titusville Astronaut
High School and may get an immediate look at safety next year, as the
Golden Knights are thin at that position.
''Peter's our best athlete," said
Astronaut coach Randy Hallock.
"Peter can do anything. You could

line him up under center and he
could play quarterback for you. I
mean, he's just that skilled of an athlete. He played everywhere for us. To
be honest with you, I think he's the
best football player coming out of
here this year. He's a steal. He could
play for anybody."
On the offensive line, the
Golden Knights signed junior college transfers Mike Mabry, Johnovan
Morgan and Alex Mendez, along
with high school seniors Jeff Harper

and Adam Butcher. Kruczek expects
the three transfers to play next season, especially Mabry. He plays the
center position, which fills the hole
left by the graduation of four-year
starter Chris Lorenti.
"(Mabry) should be an immediate help in a position that's critical
right now because, to be quite frank,
we don't have a center," said
Kruczek. ''We're very, very fortunate
to have him."
Also committing to UCF on

National Signing Day were quarterback Andrew Harris, running back
Keith Williams, wide receiver Al
Peterson, fullback Dee Brown and
tight ends Matt Lundy and Darcy
Johnson.
'The objective of this recruiting
season was obviously to sign the 25
best high school football players that
we could get our hands on," Kruczek
said. "I think we met that objective.
We added 26 great football players,
by far and away the best recruiting

class we've ever had."
Five other transfers that have
already enrolled at are included in
the recruiting class, including wide
receiver Doug Gabriel, fullback
Andreal Curry, quarterback Brandon
Sumner and · comerbacks Carlos
Thompson and Terrance Bell. With
the exception of Sumner, a Georgia
Tech transfer who has to sit out the
2001 season to fulfill NCAA rules,
each of these players has the potential to start next year.

Kruczek sees holes at linebacker after 2001 football season
FROM PAGE

A-16

Bernard was named third-team All-State.
"He's a runner, he's a 4.6 (40-yard dash)
kid that makes plays sideline to sideline," said
Kruczek. ''A very responsible young man, one
we feel very fortunate to have."
Cook is a 6-foot-3, 210-pound outside linebacker from Jacksonville's Trinity Christian
High School. He was second-team All-State.
Cook was named Clay County Offensive and
Defensive Player of the Year in both his sophomore and junior years. He had 77 tackles and l 0
sacks his senior year. Cook runs the 40-yard
dash in 4.6 seconds.
"(He is) a big body who runs very, very
well that has the capabilities of moving down if
we need him (to defensive line)," said Kruczek.
"But he's great outside linebacker right now
for us."
Rhule, 5-foot-l l, 230 pounds, hails from
Dillard High School in Ft. Lauderdale, and is an

a

•

aggressive player who loves contact. He was
named MVP of the state championship game,
making 12 tackles in the game. In 14 games as
a senior, Rhule accumulated 184 tackles, eight
sacks, five interceptions, six pass breakups, 12
forced fumbles and five fumble recoveries. He
was first-team. Fort Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel,
All-Miami Herald, All-State, and All-Gridiron.
Kruczek is. looking for Rhule to make big
plays all over the field.
"(He is) an inside linebacker who can bring
the wood," said Kruczek. "He's big enough to
stop the run up inside and he's quick enough to
make plays sideline to sideline. He also does
well at pass coverage."
Stringfield is 6-feet, 225 pounds ~d will
join former teammates and 2000 UCF signees
Tavaris Capers and Luther Huggins on the
Golden Knights. Stringfield, Capers and
Huggms played together at Miami Jackson
High School where Stringfield recorded 118
tackles, 14 sacks and five interceptions as a

senior. He ran a 4.5 at the Nike Combine -and
has a 34-inch vertical leap. He chose UCF over
Syracuse, N.C. State, Minnesota and Georgia.
"(Stringfield) can play inside, outside athletically and plays the game the way you like it
played 100 percent of the time," said Kruczek.
Williford is the remaining linebacker that
UCF added to its roster. The 6-foot-l, 211:
pounder comes to the Golden Knights from
Auburndale High School. He committed to
UCF last summer and never wavered on his
word. Williford bench presses 300 pounds and
has 4.5 speed. He was named.second-teamAllState, first-team All-County and recorded 157
tackles, four fumble recoveries, three forced
fumbles and one blocked punt as a senior. He
also played running back, carrying the ball 19
times for 500 yards, averaging 25 yards per
carry, and scored seven touchdowns on offense.
"(Williford is) in the same mold as those
other guys," said Kruczek. 'They play 60 minutes, they play the way you like it played and

they make plays sideline to sideline."
Six linebackers may seem like a lot for one
position in a recruiting class, but Kruczek sees
the need for linebackers approaching.
''We lose four seniors really at linebaeker
this year," said Kruczek. 'That's four guys we
have to replace who were very productive in this
system. That's the reason for signing so many at
that position."
The four players to which Kruczek is referring are Tito Rodriguez, Willie Davis, Elliot
Shorter, and Tony Hardman. Kruczek
announced Jan. 29 that Hardman, who would
be a fifth-year senior in the 2001 season, would
not be returning to the Golden Knights for personal medical reasons. Hardman finished this
past season third on the team in tackles with 96
and he led the nation in total fumbles forced and
recovered with seven. Rodriguez, Davis and
Shorter will all be with the Golden Knights for
their senior seasons, but will graduate after the
2001 season.
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Men's Basketball Notebook
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

UCF has now dropped six
straight games
The UCF men's basketball
team js now on a six-game losing
streak, its longest stretch without a
win this season. The sixth loss
came last Saturday at home against
Mercer.
The Golden Knights led at
halftime 40-30, shooting 51.5 percent from the floor and 55.6 percent
from three-point range. The Bears
opened the second half on a 26-7
run, however, ~ving them a 56-47
lead. UCF tied the score at 60 with
7:42 left in the game, but went
scoreless for 4:25 and Mercer
gained a 10-point lead. The Golden
Knights lost 82-74.
Al Miller had a season-high 13
points to lead UCF. Jason Thornton
added 11 and Joey Graham had 10.
UCF Head Coach Kirk

Speraw said his
Cue missed
team came out of
his first threehalftime lacking
pointer of the
the desire to win.
game, but then
''The thing
hit
four
that jumps out at
straight. The
you is the lack of
Golden
intensity coming
. Knights first
18 points were
out of the locker
room in the secfrom threepointers.
ond half," said
PHOTO Bv JAsoN KoxoroFF Junior Jason
Speraw: "Letting
them shoot 57 per-Junior Paul Reed leads UCF in scoring. Thornton and
freshman
cent. I think they
scored 18 out of the first 29 posses- Kevin Lee had the other two threesions in the second half. We played pointers during the stretch.
Paul Reed hit one of two free
a nice first half. And to come out of
the locker room with the lack of throws with eight seconds left in the
desire we had is too bad, disap- -first half to give UCF a 39-.38 lead
pointing."
going into halftime. In the second
UCF lost 74-69 to Troy State half the Golden Knights only shot
on Thursday. The win gave the 15.4 percent from three-point
Trojans their second straight season range, compared to 42.1 percent in
the first half. UCF only hit eight
sweep of the Golden ~ghts.
UCF began the game on fire field goals in the half.
After one tie and two lead
from three-point range. Senior Inyo

changes, the Trojans took a 55-53
lead with 10:06 to play in the game.
The Golden Knights managed to tie
the score one last time with 5:53
left, but Troy State's Matt Holman
hit a three-pointer and UCF never
recovered.
Speraw was disappointed in
the lack of basketball fundamentals
exhibited by the Golden Knights.
"I thought we got good looks
(at the basket)," said Speraw. ''We
got ourselves to the free throw line
and we missed four or five free
throws in a row when we had the
lead in the second half. We had
inside shots, lay-up opportunities
on good possessions -that we
missed. We got _)Yide-open looks
from the· perimeter in the second
half and we did:n'F knock those
down."
·
- ·

Mille!" moves U,P ori UCF's career
assist liSt
Sophomore point guard Al

Miller moved into sixth place on
UCF's career assist list on Saturday
against Mercer. His four assists in
the game gave him 254 for his
career, moving him ahead of Bob
Blackwood, who played from
1986-1990.

Golden Knights won't get firstround bye
It's official. It is mathematically impossible for the Golden
Knights to get a first-round bye in
the Mar. 1-3 Trans America
Athletic Conference Tournament.
UCF, currently 3-11 in the conference, still has four TAAC games
left on the schedule~ but th~ best finish possible is seventh place.
If the Golden Knights were to
win out, they would finish with a 711 record. Six of the 10 teams in the
TAAC have 81ready achieved eight
conference victories, making it
impossible for UCF to finish higher
than seventh.

..

Woinen's ·Basketball .Nt1lilb0011
~

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

UCF breaks six-game losing
streak
The UCF women's basketball
team ended a six-game losing
streak last Thursday, beating
Stetson 62-51.
The Golden Knights shot 50
percent in the first half and took a
30-25 lead into the locker. rooJ;n.
UCF balanced its . offense .a~ck -·
with aggressive defense, ··w~ch
caused the Hatters to shoot only
32 percent in the opening half.
A 10-0 run by Stetson
brought the Hatters to within
seven points with just four minutes left in the game. The Golden
Knights responded with jumper
by Adrienne Billings and two fr~
throws from Lanetra Cooks to put
the lead at 11 and the game out of
reach.
.
Cooks, Billings, and Nicole
Dunson each had a team-high -12
points.

a

According to UCF Head ._Golden Knights for almost four
Coach Gail Striegler, tough '-~Il$iutes. Duririg the drought the
defense was the key to victory.
·· Dolphins regained the lead and
"I thought it was an outstand- maintained it for the rest of the
.
.
ing overall team gam~:" · said .: ·.~ game.
Striegler. "No question about it, ..
Cooks · shot six ofd 1 from
we won it on defense. Our defense . , three-point range, finishing with a
led to our offense, which is exact·· 'g,aiiie-lµgh 20 pgj,it~:· J)~n hit
ly what we've been-talking about :. foiir .:tlrree-pojnters/~:i:
point's.
all year long. If _you can go out •· ·Khaliab Guillory was the ·only·
every,night and play gre.at defense other Golden !\night to hit double
iike we did tonight you have a otfigures with 12 points. UCF
_chance to win every single"~~-. turned the ball over 29 times.
·. Saturday's game ·. aggfust
Lack of heart and hustle was
J~cksonville Univ.~r:s.ity\vas a dif- Striegler's explanation for 'the
ferent story for - the Golden loss.
Knights. Despite· ·sh.9.pting 48.8
"W.came here.~ and wanted it
percent from the field and~'.55:6 more than we did/~··she said. "We
percent from ~ee-point range, did n.Qt play a full 40.minutes. I'm
UCF fost te the Dolphins 64-57.
.. n9t·~~e we-- showed up .to play a
..
took a three-pqint .lead
fo minutes tonight. Our kids
into halftime after Ehu Maha hit a ~ got out-hustled from the get-go. A
running ;. three-pointe.r ·as time few of them played hard. I don't
expired.. A three-pointer by ~ the rest of them showed up,
sure if they even knew
Dunson gave UCF the lead with . .I'm
9:.55 left in the game, but a·.fr~ . there was game going on out
throw by Billings with ?:2;2 _left . there."
was · the last point scor~d by the .:·· . . . UCF goes on the road this

12

ru

futt .

not

·.1

week ti;'"play :Mercer on Thursday
and Troy Stat~ on Saturday.

The reason given for the fourgame sl~p varied depending on
who was asked.
"Nicole bas just had some
Duns~n breaks out of slump
Fres~man
guard Nicole ganies where her shot is right on
Dunson ·h ad 12 points against target it's just been a little bit
Stetson, snapping a four-game short," said Striegler. "She's still
scoreless streak. The ...l.aSi game having some shoulder problems."
Dunson s~ored in w~ Jii·.b eland
Dunson didn't have any
on JanJ· 20 against tile' :Aatters excuses.
"I really don't kno,w," she
$ ·4". "l-A\alsping, kiwi if in a
slump."
'
Her reason for finally breaking out of the drought shows the
freshman's competitive nature.
"I was just tired of 1osing;'
said Dunson. "I had to do something. Coming off the bench I just
tried to do what I could to win."
PHOTO BY ADAM SHIVER
Dunson shot four of six from
Nicole Dunson has regained her
three-point range on Saturday
early-season form.
against Jacksonville, giving her 12
night. In early
when she scored 15 points and hit points for
three three-pointers.
- January she was averaging double
"If I were Stetson I'd hate figures and was the leading scorer
seeing Nicole Dunson step out on the team. Currently she is averaging eight points a game.
there on the court," said Striegler.
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Step through the door at Jefferson Commons,
and discover a whole new place to be yourself.

the
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• ~rofessional M~agement Services/24-hour Emergency Maintenance ;;
• Individual Leases ·
I
~Lighted Basketball and Sand Volleyball Courts
• State-of..tbe-Art Fitness Facility ·and Tanning B.ed
_
• Student -Clubhouse Gameroom with Billiards, TeleVision and Stereo
• Resort Style Pool Plaza featuring Outdoor Stereo System
• THX® Surround Sound Movie Theater
• Heated Outdoor Jacuzzi
. ,.
• Beautiful Courtyard Area,s ·.
• Covered Parking (Optional)
•Private Bedrooms
• Deluxe Home Furnishings Package
•Fully-Equipped Computer Center with Study Rooms,
Fax Machine and Copier
• High Speed Internet Access
•Extended Basic Cable Television to Living Room and Bedroom(s)
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6 cyl. duto LL Bean pkg
completely loaded!! _
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All offers with approved credit. Excludes prior purchases. All prices and payments include factory rebates. owner loyalty rebates and lease loyalty rebates where applicable . All leases
to qualified buyers with 740 beacon score.• leases are 12,000 miles per year. 15¢ per mile thereafter. No dealers or brokers. Vehicles subject to prior sale. See dealer for details.
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UCF baseball
sweeps past So.
Illinois, Bethune
Cookman

National Signing Dav

DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

KRISTY SHONKA

Bring out the brooms.
Last week, the UCF baseball
team won all four of its games,
beating Bethune Cookman in a
mid-week game and sweeping a
weekend series with Southern
Illin9is. During the stretch, the
Golden Knights outscored their
opponents 39-12.
The week started with an 84 win over B-CC, as UCF starting pitcher Brad Busbin, a
Georgia Tech transfer, picked up
his first win as a Golden Knight.
Busbin gave up five hits and one
run in six innings, striking out
five batters to earn the victory.
"That was a key game for
Brad," said UCF coach Jay
Bergman. "He's been kind of
languishing for two years and
never getting an opportunity, so
that game was big for him. He'll
jump out big."
Against Southern Illinois,

PHOfO BY JASON KOKOI'OFF

Junior infielder Andy Johnson ranks
second on the UCF baseball team
with a .455 batting average.
the Golden Knight bats exploded, outscoring the Salukis 31-8
in three games.
On Friday, catch.er Jeremy
Frost hit two home runs and had
. five RBis to lead UCF to a 10-1
win. s·tarting pitcher Justin Pope
threw six scoreless innings for
BASEBALL~
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Hoston heads
talented class
of incoming
linebackers
STAFF WRITER

200 i ·recruiting class has
potential to be UCF's best ever
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

Last week's National Signing
Day brought with it a message: the
UCF fo<1lball team is getting
tougher.
After building up depth at the
offensive skill positions during the
past few recruiting seasons, the
Golden Knights got down and dirty
with the 2001 recruiting class. Of ·
the 26 players who officially, signed
with UCF on Feb. 7, 15 play on the
defensive side of the ball and five
are offensive lineman. With a significant amount of talent already at
the quarterback, running back and
wide receiver positions, UCF Head
Coach Mike Kruczek was looking
for players in the trenches.
''That's where you win your
football games," said Kruczek.·
''We're always going to have the
high-profile skill guys: the good
running backs, good receivers, good
quarterbacks, guys in the secondary.
But you ne.ed those interior people
to be able to move the football and
stop the running game. Hopefully,
we helped ourselves there."
On defense, the Golden
Knights signed six linebackers, six
defensive lineman and three defensive backs. Perhaps the marquee
name of the class is Andra Hoston,
a 6-foot-2, 220-pound linebacker
out of Tampa Hillsborough High
School. Hoston originally committed to Auburn, but decided he wanted to stay closer to home and signed
with UCF. If he can qualify acadernicalJ,y, Hoston has a chance to
play next year.
"Probably the most visible,
most regarded athlete in our signing
class," Kruczek said of Hoston.
"He's incredible. Mcµces plays all
over the field. He's tough up inside.
He can cover in pass coverage and

•

UCF football coach Mike Kruczek talks
members of the local mealG.
does a remarkable job and we're
very fortunate to have him."
Also at the linebacker position,
UCF signed Lemec Bernard, James
Cook, Stanford Rhule, Lamont
Stringfield and Dee Williford. The
Golden Knights will graduate three
linebackers after the 2001 season
and have already lost Tony
Hardman to personal medical reasons in the off-season, creating a
hole at that position.
''We lose four seniors really at
linebacker this year," said Kruczek.
''That's four guys we have to
replace who were very productive
in this system. That's the reason for
signing so many at that position."
On the defensive line, UCF

When Andra Hoston committed
to Auburn, the UCF football coaches
thought they had lost their top
prospect. Two weeks later they were
back on the phone with him and the
deal was done, as Hoston de-committed from the Tigers and decided to
become a Golden Knight. The 6-foot2, 220-pound linebacker from
Tampa's Hillsborough High School
changed bis mind because he wanted
to stay closer to his family, and UCF
gave him that opportunity. Hoston is
one of six linebackers highlighting the.
Golden Knights 2001 recruiting class.
• Hoston is rated as the No. 25
linebacker in the nation by Rivals.com
and as the No. 6 linebacker on Max
Emfinger's National Nifty 150 Biue
Chips. He was the Class 5A Player of
· the Year in Hillsborough County this
year and was first team All-State, AllCounty and An-Suncoast. Hoston was
a four-year starter and totaled more
than I 00 tackks, 12 sac1'ssfoll£ foreed
fumbles al! 1 two interceptions as a
senior.
Coaches believe that Hoston is
probably the top signee of the 2001
class.
"Probably the most visible, most
PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF
regarded athlete in our signing class,"
about the 2001 recruiting class to
said UCF Head Coach Mike Kruczek.
"He's incredible. Makes plays all over
the field. He's tough up inside. He can
signed defensive ends Marcus
cover
in pass coverage and does a
Clemons, Craig Waters, Rashad
remarkable
job and we're very fortuJeanty and Mico Williams, and intenate
to
have
him."
rior lineman Paul Carrington and
In
addition
to Hoston UCF also
Mike Lynche. Lynche, a 6-foot,
signed Lemec Bernard, James Cook,
260-pounder out of St. Petersburg
Stanford Rhule, Lamont Stringfield,
Gibbs High School, was ranked the
and Kareem (Dee) Williford at the
#41 player in·the state of Florida by
linebacker position.
the Orlando 'sentinel and could
Bernard is 6-feet tall, weighs 190
make an immediate impact next
pounds and comes to UCF from
season.
Bishop Verot High School in Fort
"(Lynche) may have a chance
Myers. As a senior he made 72 tackto play next year," said Kruczek.
les, seven sacks, had five blocked
''He benches well over 400 pounds,
squats over 500 pounds. He's very · punts and one touchdown on defense.
He doubled as a tailback in high
strong academically."
school. On offense he rushed for
Iri the defensive backfield,
1,000 yards and nine touchdowns.

RECRUITING, Page A-13
KRUCZEK, Page A-13

Get up ta 1400 Minutes far ONLY $35 per·inanth
• $20 Mail-In-Rebate • $20-Cash Coupon •Free Calendar• Free Voicemail •
Free Caller ID • Free f:lands-Free Headset • Free Beepers
11222 East Colonial Dr. #104
407-'136-1288
(Located in Wal-Mart SuperCenter Hwy. 50}
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KRISTOFER KAY
STAFF WRITER

Our Father, who art in heaven; how
does thee like thy hrain sauteed?
Ten years ago to the day we were introduced
to the essence of "likeable" human evil. Author
Thoinas Harris' character Dr. Hannibal Lecter
, (dramatically played twice by Sir Anthony
Hopkins) quickly permeated the American pop
culture psy~he, causing a gas_h in the artery
between what can be dismissed as literate fake
and what can be considered as a model for
being true. Although this kind of evil is able to
manifest in various forms, never had an audience become so appare:r~.t. to such charm while
at the same time being so terribly frightened.
Man, we fell in love with that liver slurping bastard, didn't we? All gruesomes aside, halfdigested cops or not, we rooted for the doctor to
get to Buenos Aifes in one piece. All together
now: "'C' is. for cannibalism, it's go0d enough
for me!" This guy was able to accomplish
something almost impossible with audiences
weaned on violent cinema: manage to scare

ALL that came by to visit his glass cell. This
imaginary man with such an iniquitous glare
and . an ~veil more demonic dietary regiment
achieved a position not found in most fictional ,
figures; he was thought of as being real. That's
good movie making;. that is why people went to
The Silence of the Lambs in droves, and that's
why now we have his name in our easy-to-recognize lexicon of casual ·crazy speak.
So, why aren't we scared of him anymore?
He's . free enough, not confined to a basement
dungeon-chamber in a Baltimore hospital. He
still likes to eat members of both sexes; everyone could be considered a walking Sizzler to
him (especially if you're "rude"). And let's not
forget he is still a Deranged Psychotic. That's a
characteristic that can't be shed simply by going
to group therapy meetings, taking turns pouring
your heart out in organized semi-circles.
No. We're not scared because the tellers of

his tale-in this incarnation can't figure out how
to present the good doctor or his favorite nemesis, Clarice Starling (Julianne "don't call me
Jodie" Moore), correctly. Screenwriters David
Mamet and Steve Zaillian, two of th~ best out
there, adapt the latest Harris novel as a combination of action thriller, requited drama and
schlock-shock. To cast an even larger stone, that
is what the book is also comprised of--only
with a worse endif!g. Might as-well call this
sucker Buddy of the Re-animator. It's eerie only
because it has an obligation; of course, that's
what we come to expect, but surely the scribes
would know that we would choose to be surprised and discomforted rather than just grossed
out and gagged.
. This is not Silence of the Lambs, nor is ·it
Michael Mann's 1986 quasi-Lecter film
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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$5

OFF

Oviedo's First Full
Service t;ar Wash!

Any Detail

OFF
A

Service

...

with coupon

____ _

~-----i:.x~~~~~~~:

Detail Special
Full Showroom
Detail

..

$9999
, with coupon Reg. $129.99

~ -----~~~ ~~~~~:- ----.
....

$5

• Express Hand Wax
• Express Carpet &Mat Clean
• Express Interior Super Clean

• Dupont Teflon Protectant and
Sealant Treatment
• Lexol Leather &Vinyl Conditioner

1455 E. Mitchell Hammock Rd• Oviedo 407-977-1644
• Mon-Sat, Sam - 6pm, Closed Sunday for Employee's Family

Marlin
Car
Wash
with coupon
Exp. 7/31/01

Money motivated individuals with a
Rock-N-Roll attitude needed to
promote products and events on
campus. The nation's leader in
college marketing is seeking an
assertive, energetic, entrepreneurial
student to promote products and
events on campus.
•Be you own damn boss!
• Set your own damn hours!
•Make what you're worth!
American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800.487.2434 Ext.4651

campusrep,a americanpassage.com
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Manhunter. To judge Hannibal on the aforementioned would be a slight mistake, but
·. since it wants ·to be treated as a sequel and
not as a separate entl'!~· we'll view it as an
inferior picture next to the likes of those caliber films. In Silence there were two stories
going.on in the pictµxe;:Avriter Ted Tally and
director
balanced
;· - Jonathon
.
' -.· :_ ·betrfine
..............
- . - · 1-;;.both,., :t
with precision.· ~ Harwibal, tb~re
:~~
Stfp~ate sPb~plots ,~~4 ?actors. ~~W~
ltarling's fadm~ star and th~ agen~ ~~ ·.· .· !
< ~. ~··

•

•

<: _. -. ~: < ·'::.

are .• •

•

'new ~onster, \~as~n: '"~el:)~ but{ltt:r ~;: ·
~li1andled ,,a uite ineff~ctiMeI~· The . C'at-,~p~
mouse between Hop · · ·.
Moote ~ct<>sl
!. continents is slow art~ ifne"-0i~ibg~··an4rwhile
fl!~ vile Verger (Gary <
~~ . i~~gi:~~-~in~, ,
the part transpires as b.
uttden;ritt~rtwiijf
an inanimate flair to it. This is Hopkirt§;·

and

•

movie though. The courageous Clarice we
knew back in 1991 is gone now; Moore handles the accent, but everything else has
changed. I'm not too sure if Jodie Foster
could've done any .better with it. To spice up
.the d~ll flavQt ,~;i.!1/~\!he mkJdJ¢ act, the script
: . turns to moments ()f' almost ·· · arody. Huh?
There is no room for this so
ubian comedy in tl)is picture; we're n()t <$p.pposed to
laugb .afHannibru
Leete
··
.
. .

\, t!ttll,

'?

.

' way they choose to
bend and manipulate natural ligtit

·

•

oft is a smarter director
p visual gimmickry can
overall worth of ,the " .
cination as"'t o how the
movie works. The .·• ;:ieabre is '"good, but tfim$
t~g is packaged in such a persuasive artd
.ugly;manner that it almost dares you to walk
.:o'fttlfrow up.
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Aries (March 21-April 20)
Image: "A crystal goblet full of red jelly beans"
Message: Innocent clarity. Early this week
colleagues and key officials may request special business advice. Work limitations or short
term contracts are now complex: expect close
associates to rely heavily on your insight into
stalled projects or difficult mistakes. Before
mid-week your idealism will be in demand:
watch for new assignments or greatly extended
schedules. After Thursday ongoing social and
romantic differences will be quickly resolved:
remain open to new romantic overtures or
unique group proposals.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Image: "On a green felt table, a pair of white
dice" Message: Taking a risk.
Before
mid-week expect a close friend or relative to
suggest unusual business solutions. Over the
next few days social influences can help resolve
long standing workplace struggles. Listen carefully to the advice and experiences of others:
unexpected sources may now offer concrete
ideas. After Thursday a powerful mix of new
attraction and past romantic memories arrives.
Release yesterday's expectations and outdated
relationships, Cancer: it's time to commit to
new growth.

Taurus (April 21-May 20)
Image: "Floating on a glacial lake, a red rose"
Message: Love examined.
Social and
romantic attractions are a major influence this
week. Early Tuesday sensuality, emotional triangles and new friendship will be difficult to
resist: expect quick romantic proposals or compelling declarations of love. All that has been
previously withheld in key relationships will
soon be made public. Be expressive, Taurus:
shared honesty and social commitments will
soon intensify. Later this week avoid excess
spending: for the next 8 days financial and business promises are unreliable.

Leo (Jllly 23-August 22)
Image: "At daybreak, an opera singer humming
in the shower"
Message: Knowing your
strengths. Over the next few days, Leo, focus on
long term goals and new business strategies:
workplace ideas introduced over the last few
weeks will now become firmly established.
Jupiter's transiting influences may have recently brought unusual communications or a third
party influence onto your workscene. Imprint
your unique style in the minds of authority figures, Leo, and all will be well. After Friday
close relationships begin to deepen: watch for
sultry invitations and unique proposals.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Image: "At the local gas station, Columbus
buying a city map" Message: Asking for direction. For the past few weeks, Gem, newly proposed business relationships have been limited
to slow progress or stalled negotiations. Now,
however, solid rewards will be forthcoming:
after Tuesday expect last minute proposals to
be both clearly defined and expansive. Serious
mistakes can now be easily corrected: remain
focused on small amounts avd written permissions. For some Geminis romance will also be
affected: expect steady improvements, revised
invitations or joint travel plans.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)
Image: "Moments before a Broadway show, a
power failure"
Message: Dramatic pause.. Before Thursday
a close friend may be particularly moody or
introspective. Recent romantic changes or family disruptions may now cause someone _close
to question their emotional security or long
term plans. Romantic doubts will pass quickly,
Virgo, so not to worry. Do, however, expect
new self awareness and reflection to inspire
greater trust between loved ones. Spiritual and
social intimacy is now on the rise: enjoy private
encounters and subtle communications with
close friends.
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Libra (September 23-0ctober 23)
Image: "Five hot air balloons floating skyward"
Message: A gentle momentum. Long term
work decisions and career intuition will now
work in your favor. Late Tuesday an 8 day period of social clarity and renewed confidence in
business relationships arrives. Many Librans
will now discover that their quietly detached
approach to workplace differences has been
completely successful. After mid-week expect
key officials or colleagues to request that you
publicly set your own standards and priorities.
A subtle but powerful few days, Libra: stay
focused.
Scorpio (October 24-November 21)
Image: "At the bottom of a deep well, a network of snarled tree roots" Message: Inner
strength. Stand your ground in romantic or
family power struggles this w~ek, Scorp. Over
the next few days public honesty and emotional integrity will be a key concern: expect loved
ones to soon request your support, agreement
or continued guidance. Broaden your social or
emotional circle, Scorp: new information and
outside influences will bring relief. After
Thursday a subtle new confidence emerges:
expect the next 14 months to bring meaningful
home change to all long term relationships.
Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)
Image: "A row of baby ducklings on a clear
blue pond" Message: Aligning your priorities.
Work officials may be unusually annoying this
week, Sage. Small duties and the completion of
recently forgotten tasks may be the only source
of emotional security for anxious authority figures. Remain philosophic: this is not a good
time to ask for special consideration or publicly
challenge the ideas of others. After Wednesday
a romantic or social invitation may need to be
re-scheduled: expect family commitments or
previous engagements to cause minor delays.

Capricorn (December 22-January 20)
Image: "A bright blue sapphire" Message:
Cool and vibrant passion.
Early this week a
distant romance or unspoken attraction may
become unavoidable. Over the next few days
expect previously shy lovers or new friends to
offer subtle gestures, unique comments or
seductive invitations. All looks pleasing, Cap,
so not to worry: do, however, avoid public displays of affection in the workplace. Before
mid-March work officials and close colleagues
will be watching your social style, private agendas and daily emotional choices: be discrete.
Aquarius (January 21-February 19)
Image: "Four tall ships sailing on a bright green
sea" Message: Ancient wisdom.
Inner
journeys, quick intuitions or flashes of insight
are a strong influence over the next few days.
Key areas of concern are past emotional limitations in romantic or family relationships. Some
Aquarians may now begin to experience minor
physical aches or pains. If so, this may be an
indication that much unconscious movement is
taking place. The body has a wisdom,.
Aquarius: listen and gather valuable clues. Late
Friday new business options arrive: expect fast
financial proposals.
Pisces (February 20-March 20)
Image: "In the park, an elderly couple holding
hands" Message: After the fire, gentle warmth.
Subtle home communications and deep feelings of intimacy are on the agenda over the next
few days, Pisces. Before Thursday expect loved
ones to gently express their dedication or continued affection. Recent power struggles in
family and romantic relationships are now ending: for the next 8 days watch for lovers and relatives to plan quiet romantic evenings or shared
home activities. Be receptive, Pisces: romance
and shared understanding are alive and well.
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Dear Sexpert,
Since the beginning of this semester, I have been instantly in love with one
of my classmates. Thinking about her can keep me awake all night. Since we
met, I've noticed a lot of subtle hints that she likes me (glances that turn into
stares, smiles, hugs, her leg against mine under a table and more). I asked
her out and she said she was dating someone else. Since then, she has yet to
stop all the actions that suggest she likes me. Am I being teased or reading
the signals wrong, and either way--what do I do?
-Confused, 20

•

Even though she might be flirting with you she still has a boyfriend. Coming
between them might cause a confrontation; so let nature take its course. Let her
break it off with him before any more advancing takes place. If you really like
her then be patient. She· won't go anywhere. Especially if she is flirting like y~:m
say she is. If you wait, then you won't be in the wrong if a break up should occur
because of you. And since you're not in the wrong, the other guy can't really be
pissed at you, and a very ugly conflict will be avoided. Be wary of waiting for
too long though, more than a few weeks for example. She may think she can
have you on the back burner as long as she .wants. If you can't wait any longer
and you ask her out again, and she says it's OK to see him and you at the same
time, then you are indeed being played. But if this girl is only doing what she
thinks is harmless flirting, she could have no idea how seriously into her you are.
Level with her after you've waited patiently long enough, ask her how serious
she is with the other guy, and size up your real chances for things to advance to
the next lev~l with her. Good luck, and thank.you for writing in.
Dear Sexpert,
I'm stuck. I just moved to Florida about a month ago. I have a girlfriend
now, but I'm still not familiar with the area. Can you tell me any ideas for a
good Valenti.1:J.es Day?
- WaDru:t treat her right, 19

..
•

Come in today and top our delicious
Top Sirloin with your favorite
American flavor:

. '

Although I personally disagree with this holiday, I guess I can help you out
this one time. First, the best ideas are not the ones that have been played to death
(i.e. chocolate, jewelry). Instead, be creative. Think, "what is the one thing my
girlfriend likes more than anything else" and play off that. For example, say your
girlfriend likes stars, go out and buy some stargazer lilies (one of the only flowers that resembles a star), and put a note in them that says something_like "since
I can't br,ing the real stars to you I hope that these will do." Then take her to one
of the many beautiful beaches in the area like, New Smyrna or Daytona Beach, ·
. and have a. nice romantic dinner stargazing with the one you love. Be spontaneous, be adventurous, just don't be predictable and );'OU will do fine. Some other
places that might be nice to take her in the area are Lee's Lakeside or Brio for
some really great food. But remember just because "Valentine's Day" only comes
around once a year, it's no excuse to only do something special once a year. Treat
your girlfriend to something like this regularly. Ma1Ce her feel special. I guarantee that it will be worth it.

s-ouTH PHILLY
LOUISIANA PEPPERCHAR
GRILL
Tll

CAROLINA PIT BBQ
All steaks are served With garlic
~ashed ,potatoes,

a 'Seas~ned vegetable

, medley and,ioasted garlic, bread. ·
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Send your questions
about sex, love and
relationships to
SexpertAdviCe@aol.com
.
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• FAT ASS BURGER • THE HEARTBURNER • SILLY CHEESE STEAK • COLLEGE CLUB •

~

ACROSS

@

•

1 "Heart and

10 Knife wounds

14 Earthenware pot
15 Tilts to one side.
16 Jot
17 Lacking a

•

I

seacoast
19 Actress Foch
20 Avoid capture

~

21 Shade provider

i•

~

Double
Fat Ass
Burgers

M

TRYOUR
NEWDELI
SANDWICHES

!·
!
.

•

"

5 Thorou!jlly
modern memo

~

•

Crossword

$599

22 Indiana pro
23 Protuberance
25 Warhol's
movement
26 Sentimental
feeling
30 Rage
31 Met highlight
32 Guarantee

34 Dined
37 Cocktail choice
39 Moremean

41 Ernie of the PGA
42 Tidy up
44 Notion
45 TV adjunct
46 Clam's siphon,
e.g.
48 Renowned
51 Minorquarrel

52 Disc jockey's cue
53 Trident-shaped
letter

.

ocated in the UCF
Student Union

Phone 282-1900
Fax 282-1905

'

·22 Breathing

Hus~ies'

pull

DOWN

.

Log on t9 .www.ucffuture.com for your chance to win
free passes to the advance screening of MONKEYBONE!
Tickets are distributed on a first come first served basis. One pass per person while supplies last. No purchase necessary.

•

1 Shoepart
2 Norway's patron
saint
3 Radius's ·
neighbor
4 Alan or Cheryl
5 "Foucau!fs
Pendulum"
author

Solutions

7 Som.e socks
8 News piece
9 Psychedelic drug
10 Hors d'oeuvre
r--r:-t-t--t--...t-t-~
11 New York city
---+--+-4-+-1

63 Slippedup
66 Campus
commons
67 Military group

.

of Greece

12 Skin cream
13 Intelligent

65

•MAMAS MEATBALL SUB• SNAPPERHEAD SANDWICH• ITALIAN STALLION• BLTC •

6 Ancient kingdom

54 Pester
59 Eager
60 Crinkled fabric
62 Queue
64 Tire holders

2114/01

©20()1 Tribune Media Selvices. Inc
All rights resetved.

18 Camera element

1-:-+::+-:-r-!"~t-:-:ill.r:-r.+:-r

spaces?
24 First bids

25 Attack fish
26 Ditto
27 Bymouth
28 Douglas' trees?
29 Make lace
33 Still running
34 Verdi heroine
35 Adolescent

36 PartofQ.E.D.
38 Sustain

48 Baby equines
49 Blacksmith's

block

40 Up to, briefly

so Battleship to

43 Mosaic piece
45 Nullified

remember
53 Lima's place
55 Hosiery shade

47 Aleutian island .

56 Related (to)
57 Big rig
58 Formerly,
formerly
60 Next in a series:
abbr.
61 '60s radicals

Hypftotizing UCF
DAVID TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER

•
On Monday, Feb. 5, a:crQwd q,nce.again converged into the

UCF Arena. Inside a stage was .set' up, upon which twenty
chairs rested around it. To the left and right large video screens
hung like royal tapestries. What event were these students
about to witness? Falco's return to the spotlight (something I've
been eagerly awaiting since, well...Amadeusl)? The "Survivor"
rendition of musical chaii;s? No, they were there to see Tom
Deluca, renowned "hypnotist comedian."
Deluca (who holds a degree in psychology) essentially travels from place to place, hypnotizing people iq,Jront of large
audiences. These volunteers are then laughed and jeered at as
Deluca tells them to do outrageous things. Himn. .. kind of
sounds like "Jerry Springer.'.' At ·any rate, Monday night ·was no
exception as the student automatons quickly got on stage and.
were hypnotized in a matter of minutes. Afterwards, Deluca
programmed them to the equivalent of Benji (as in the dog, you
know, from the 80s), listening for sights and sounds and obeying accordingly. As a result, normal UCF students were perfonning booty dances, Jackie Chan impressions and even hitting themselves (dbn't you just love pain inflicted on others?).
All of this toQk place on stage in front of roughly 200 people,
not. to mention being displayed on the large screef1s hanging
from above.
in all the show was ptetty amusing. I am somewhat
skeptical about how deep (if at'all) the volunteers were Under
h"ypnosis. After all,' nothing they did was so outrageous t\lat
they wouldn't have been willing to go along with it, hypnotized .
or not Neyertheles's, Deluca certainly knows how to put on a
good , ~:how.. Hypnotized or not, the show was very funny, if
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only.~eca~se. stude~!s '-Ver~ w~Uing· ~(}hum!li~q! f!~mselve§.~·
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taqkagam. nextyeaivP~ouf<J recommend;see1nglus}sfiow. It1s
Ve-fY funny, peating ou(.eve;ry Pauly Shore )JloVie ever made.,
"putof course that's not~aying much.

Sometimes
•
n1ceguys
do finish firs •

We treat you honestly.
We listen. ·
We offer no-hassle, no.:.t.aggle buying.
Visit us and you'll see why Saturn of
Orlando is a different kind of company!
Also, check out our wide selection ·of
certified, pre-owned cars, trucks & SUVs
with finance rates as low as 7. 9% with
approved credit.

Recently J.D. Power
and Associates ranked
5atur·n # I in ale satisfaction,
~ven edging out_ the luxury brands.

Credit issues? We can help 'you..

..
..

L-Series leases start at $249.00 a month, 39 months, zero down+ tax,
license, fees due at signing. L-Series financing as low as
.1.9% APR, for 36 months with approved credit.
Saturn of Orlando
·Casselberry
407.767.2022

Saturn of Orlando

Saturn of Orlando

Kissimmee
407.933.1700

So. O.B.T. ·
407.438.2020

· www.saturnoforlando.com

A

DI~FERENT KIND

of

COMPANY.

•

A DIFFERENT KIND of CAR.

. ...
,
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XFL, NBC An Unholy Marriage
BY JAY SENTER
THE BADGER HERALD

I watched the XFL last weekend and was pleasantly surprised. I liked it, at least mostly.
I thought the camera angles were innovative and
the production quality was unexpectedly. high. The
players, though generally untalented, were driven, and .
you could tell they really cared about the game.
There was no
obvious scripting,
as I had feared, and
the gratuitous camera shots of second-rate cheerleaders were kept to a
minimum. But last
weekend was only
the beginning, and
I can only imagine
that. things .will get
worse.
The positive qualities of the XFL are not inspired
by Vince McMahon and his clan of loud wrestlers.
Indeed, they are the w9rk of NBC, the oldest and most
reputable network in the land.
NBC has taken a huge gamble in pairing up with
the XFL, and while the suits at the network may be
smiling and smoking cigars now, they ar~ likely to be
missing advertising dollars in the near future.
Yes, the XFL attracted double the viewership that
NBC had promised, but there is a good chance that figure will plummet.
ESPN.com conducted a poll in which 50 percent of
some 60,000 respondents said that, after having seen

1·

U. OF WISCONSIN

the XFL once, they would not watch it again.
Further, a league in its first few seasons has to
devel<?P a 'fan base, and while a professional sports
team is sure to draw crowds in Birmingham and
Memphis, the people of LA and San Francisco are
likely to scorn their XFL franchises.
And when viewership drops, NBC will
realize that it has made a deal with the
devil. If ratings slip, NBC, which appears
to have had most of the production control
thus far, will probably look to McMahon
for pointers. McMahon, after all, did turn
professional wrestling int~ a multi-million
dollar industry. And
that means more
scripting, more trash
talking, and, yes.
more gratuitous shots
of second-rate ch~er
leaders .for 'the )};FL.
The cheerleader issue is where
NBC stands to get in real trouble.
Though there was not as much
floozy camera time as expected,
the up-close shots of the Las
Vegas Hitmen cheerleaders were
more than enough to unsettle the
masses. Even XFL commentator
Matt Vasgersian voiced his disapproval.
"I feel uncomfortable, he said as the camera
zoomed in for an X-treme close up of the j.iggling pos11

terior of a Hitwoman.
The attire of the XFL cheerleaders makes the outfits of the NFL cheerleaders look like winter coats.
And, though I know this is an understatement. few of
the XFL girls project a wholesome image that families
can embrace.
The cleavage (no pun intended) between football
and sex in the XFL is going to scare away advertising
dollars that NBC should be raking in on a Saturday
evening. While it will certainly attract the viewers that
NBC wants, few respectable companies are gomg to
want to have their. products associated with the XFL.
And considering the price of a .commercial during
Saturday night
prime
time,
advertisers are
just not going to
take the risk.
· "Saturday
night needs a
real rejuvenation, said NBC
Sports chairman
Dick Ebersol in
defense of his
XFL . partnership.
How about a
"Saturday Night
Live" that airs from 7 p.m. to l a.m.?
11

What the hell is this?
You guys goin' to the
prom or somethin'?

Actually, dinner
and the theatre,
my good man.

It ·ie Valentine's
Day, remember?

felix

•

by

steve
mccain
©2000
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Join the 35 Mill~n
Americans who e·file!

•

Get your refund in half the usual time even fa&er with Direct Deposit - using IRS e-file. We'll
prepare your return and file 'it with the IRS electronicalfy,
It's fast, accurate, and secure with proof of acceptance
within 48 hours. ·

Do you owe taxes? Get the benefits of IRS e-file
and delay your direct debit or credit card payment
until April 16, 2001.
- FREE electronic filing with tax return preparation.

Call 407·359·1366 today for an appointment!

••nrta

•
Autho~ IRS

""""-~....,.~~~.,. ~ffleProv~~

BARNOCKY'S ACCOUNl'ING AND TAX SERVICE
890 llorthem Way, Siite A·1 • Winter Springs, R. 327QI

...
4645 S. Sermoran Blvd.• 407-208-0801
11400 University Dr.• 407-208-1828 • www.donpablos.com

,.

Activity and Service
Fee Deadlines
Pick-Up Budget Request Packets after
Friday February 2, 2001 5:00pm
Budget Request Packets for Agencies due by ·
Friday February 16, 2001 5:00pm

•
•

Budget Request Packets fo~ Clubs &
Organizations due by
Friday February 23, 2001 5:00pm*
*Deadline appeals meeting will be held Friday
February 23, 2001 at 1pm in the Senate
Workroom.

NO EXCEPTIONS WILL BE MADE TO
THESE DEADLINES!!!

Your home is·where OUR heart is...

Cricket~Club
APAR"llVIENT

HOMES

LEAD STORIES
-- In January, a federal judge in Tampa locked up 1980s
corporate raider Paul Bilzerian for contempt of court for
allegedly biding assets in a longstanding civil lawsuit in
which the government is trying to collect a 1991 securities judgment that Bilzerian~defrauded investors of $62
million. In a recent bankruptcy filing, Bilzerian claimed
only $15,800 in assets, listing even a $5 Casio watch,
but Florida law allows bankrupts to keep their homes,
and Bilzerian has lived for years in an 11-bedroom, ·
37 ,000-square-foot lakefront residence with indoor basketball court, movie theater, nine-car garage and elevator (which he offered to rent out during the week of the
Super Bowl for $600,000).
-- Excellence in Education: In a Nov. 16, 2000, letter
published in its entirety (except for naming the recipient) in Washington (D.C.) . City Paper in January, the
human resources director for the District of Columbia
Public Schools informs a female job applicant that an
investigation into her criminal record has been resolved
in her favor. According to the letter, DCPS accepted the
applicant's documentation that the government had, for
undisclosed reasons, declined to prosecute her cocaine
distribution charge, her marijuana possession charge,
her three dangei;ous-weapons charges, her shoplifting
charge, her soliciting prostitution charge, and her
.destruction of government property charge (all during
1984~1992) and that the woman, thus with a clean
record, is now "eligible for employment with DCPS."

1, 2, & 3 Bedrooms Apartments'
f

• Gated Community
• Free Water & Sewer
• 24 Hoor Fitness Center
•Sparkling Pool w/Sun Deck
• Washer/Dryer (Optional)
•Discounted Cabl.e (Optional)
• Basketball Court
• 5 minutes frori U.C.F.

Call Totlay For A Sweet H-rt of A Deall

407-384-7013
Free DVD Player & 1/2 Off Rent
Special* if you move in before
~
March 1, 2001 ' Re<.t ric:io111,A:)ply

I

spheliOn*
Spherion, formerly Norrell I Interim, is looking
for outgoing people for the coolest jobs around.
Event staffing at Orlando's premier
sports and leisure venues
• Usher I Ticket Taker
• Parking Attendants I Cashiers

National Shipping Company
·Revenue Audit - $8.00, 10:30 pm - 2:30 am
·Picture Taker - $8.00, 4:30 am - 9:30 pm
• Revenue Audit - $7 .50 6 pm - 9 pm

Call today to start a fun and
exciting opportunity with Spherion!

(407) 839-8833
EOE I No Fee

•

The Righ~ to No Life
-- In December, a couple in Tangxia, China, was con.,.
sidering a lawsuit against the Tangxia Central Hospital
for its failure to spare their baby girl the misery of being
born (since undisclosed ultrasound .examinations had
earlier shown that the girl, born in October, had two
heads). And in France in October, a deaf, partly blind,
mentally retarded 17-year-oltl boy won hi~ wrongfulbirth lawsuit against doctors who failed to counsel his
parents that the mother's rubella during pregnancy
~ost certainly would cause birth defects that would
make his life not worth living. However, in January a
Texas Court of Appeals sided with doctors and reversed
a trial court that had awarded a c~uple $42 million for
their prematurely born daughter's dismal quality of life
(blind, incontinent, brain-dalnaged, speechless, paralyzed in three limbs).
Creme de la Weird
-- The New York'Tirnes reported in November that at
least 23 small businesses (though one with 76 employ. ees) are actually taking the far-fetched advice of a former agent and an accountant who give seminars showing how "Section 861" of the Internal Revenue Code
actually exempts nearly all Americans from the duty to
pay income taxes (and thus, that the firms need not withhold tax.es from paychecks). The IRS director calls that
interpretation "just plain nonsense," but the agency has
for months allowed the companies to flout the law.
-- In November, prominent Vermont hunter Thomas N.
Venezia, 41, was finally brought to justice after several
shooting sprees, marauding through Canadian woods
massively and maliciously violating game laws. An
undercover agent quoted Venezia after one illegal shooting: "I have the 'K' chromosome. I love to kill. I have to
kill." Once, Venezia spontaneously leaped from a truck
and.started firing at ducks, then later at pigeons because,
he said, he needed action because he had gone an hour
without killing anything. At a hearing in Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, Venezia, sobbing, admitted the incidents
and was permanently batted from Canada (though he
remains licensed to hunt in Vermont).
-- Tue University of Michigan has accepted 15,000 personal papers of Unabomber-qmrderer Ted Kaczynski
(an alumnus) and is housing them with, according to a
December San Francisco Chronicle report, "all the academic solemnity that, say, Churchill's papers received
when they went to Cambridge." Said a Kaczynski biog-rapher, "Ted is obsessed with his public image." The
university's deciSion is ironic, said Kaczynski's former
prosecutor' Steven Lapham, who points out that the
man's private journals, introduced in his trial, showed
that contrary to his alleged social and environmental
reasons for his serial bombings, he merely "enjoyed takipg 9the~ people's lives because he cquld."

The Entrepreneurial Spirit
-- Apparently, the iragrance Oh My Dog, from the
French company Dog Generation, is selling well in
Paris (at about $30 a bottle, including complimentary
shampoo), providing pooches (according to the label)
"an emotional short-cut between dog and man." And in
Baltimore (according to an October report in the
Baltimore Sun), Susan Wagner continues to pursue her
lawsuit against the maker of Paws and Effect (a cologne
designed to be sprayed on cats to mask their natural
odors, sold at a No dstrom fragrance counter) for failing
to put a clear-enough warning on the package that it was
not for humans; Wagner claims serious, recurrent skin
problems.
-- A. December Newsweek story reported that some
female entrepren~s can't change their underwear fast
enough -to-fill all their customers' orders (at $10 to $30
per pair, used; a price presumably kept down by supply
and demand, in th.lit there were atleast 400 such seller8
on the eBay Web site before restrictions were placed).
For example, "Michele," a 28-year-old Floridian, buys
brand-new panties by the case, gives them free to her
girlfriends, and retrieves them daily from their dirtyclothes piles for'resale.
-- In November, the company 911 Computer of Korea
introduced a $60 hand-held lie detector that reveals
deceptions by sensing voice tremors caused by stressrestricted blood fiow (a technology developed for the
ISraeli military). The Handy Truster Emotion Reader
can allegedly point out lies with 80 percent accuracy
after being calibrated with truthful statements, but a
· company spokesman said it might not work against
politicians because it can be defeated by "compulsive"
liars.
People Different From Us
-- -Frank Buble, 71, pled guilty in Dover-Foxcroft,
Maine, in December to attempted murder for smashing
his son Philip, 44, ·with a crowbar several times, mostly
because he was tired of the son's sexual relationship
with his dog. Philip was relieved at the guilty plea,
pointing out that he. is "the first out-of-the-closet 'zoo'
(zoophile) to be attacked because.of my sexual orientation, so (lawyers) have no precedent to gauge how a jury
would react.''
Recurring Themes
-- In 1999, News of the Weird reported on the 82-yearold retired chemist who had been living qU.ite happily in
a 200-square-foot room in the downtown Boston
YMCA since 1949. In November 2000, former Navy
man Orlfil! Lattimer, 81, finally moved out of his room·
at the Arlington Hotel in San Francisco, where he says
he has lived since 1937. After a while on a waiting list,
the city Housing Authority assigned Lattimer a studio
apartment (with his first-ever private refrigerator and
private bath) about a block from the Arlington.

Dignified Deaths
-- Bob Talley passed away in London in December during his lOOth birthday party, just after receiving a congratulatory telegram from the Queen and uttering, "Yes,
I made it (to 100)." At a New Year's Eve performance of
the Trenton (NJ.) Symphony Orchestra, first trumpeter
James M. Tuozzolo, 57, passed away of a heart attack
moments after rendering (according to the conductor) a
"flawless" solo. In July, Percy McRae, 65, passed away
of a heart attack moments after singing the national
anthem for Chicago Cubs fans at Wrigley Field.
Also, in the Last Month...
-- Fairfax County (Va.) supervisors banned residential
sleeping except in bedrooms as a way of curbing situations in which dozens of ~grants occupy the same
house. A human skeleton was found in a chimney,
judged by a wallet and clothing to have been there for
15 years, and police speculated a burglar got stuck
(Natchez, Miss.). Italy's highest court ruled.that a man's
"isolated, impulsive" grab of a woman's derriere is not
enough to constitute sexual harassment. An arrest war.rant for failure to appear in ' court, for a 91-year-old
shoplifter, was dropped when authorities concluded she
would have shown up if it .weren't for her failing memory (St. Pete Beach, Fla.) .

CD

*

SPECIAL COMPLIMENTARY SCREENING

Selections

•

for Every
Valentine
Occasion ,
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA @ Cape Florida Ballroom
9:00 PM Tuesday, February 20

This Valentine's Day's Anthem:
"Yellow" by Coldplay
Cuddling music:
Dido, No Angel
Sad Breakup music:
Mathew Sweet, Girlfriend

FREE ADMISSION*

•e

"*"",_lat

INFO?: call 823"6471
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-osa
" Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the Student Government Association.
Passes available in the Student Union. Room 215, Student Activities.
Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed.

Please arrive early.
10 required. No 001 under the age ot 13 will be admitted
without par!nt or teoaJ guardian.

Pruented In 11SSociatiM will! the campus Activities Board.
. • . • •,;;>•·

Get Your Groove On music:
Maxwell, Urban Hang Sweet
Really Want to Make You Break Up With Me music:
Eminem, Marshall Mathers LP
Angry Lovin' music:
Nine Inch Nails. The Downward Spiral

<.
'

,(,

Single Assertive Woman music:
Macy Gray. I Try
Ultimate Seduction music:
Sade, Lover's Rock

'

·,

..,

Wanna Seem Like a Pimp:
Barry White, Greatest Hits
Fallin' Asleep With You music:
Seal, Human Being
Angry Guy Breakup music:
Limp Bizkit, Significant Other

Angry Gal Breakup music:
Pink, There You Go
- Timeless Romantic music:
Frank Sinatra, Greates.t Hits
Single & Alone, but Learning to Deal With it music:
Fiona Apple, Tidal

l:JO -IOrm @~RC
. featuring t~e band HOl llKH"
1

~··

\\D
\~t

1~

New Age Love music:
Enya, Painting the Sky Stars
Don't Need a Man Long as My Girls Are Here music:
Destiny's Child, The Writing's on the Wall

·•
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Happy Valentine's Day to the entire Future staff. Keep up the
good work and don't hesitate to ask me for anything. Thanks

V,

~

.J •

'

a ent1ne s

again,Publisher

Adam, Even though your thoughts are trite and hackneyed, I
still enjoy every line. From a fan

Alex, You are one of my best friends and mean a lot to me in
my life, you always make me smile! Will you be my valentine? :)

John, You are the most romantic guy ever. I can't wait until
our date to the opera. Your valentine, Virginia P.S. Don't forget the fruit.

David, I am sorry for the past, I hope we can be friends and
start over. I care about you so much and always will. Elizabeth

Marshall, Happy Valentine's! I LOVE you, silly goon!
Hopefully this will put a smile on your face! I know you love
surprises! Yours forever, the ·H UMAN FURNACE! Melissa

Vanessa, Thinking of you? I always do. Happy Valentine's
Day, Sweetie. Love, Samson
Dear John, I love you more than anything and I hope that we
can work everything out. Happy Valentines Day! Love, Sarah

.
•

Delta Gamma. To my Sisters, Happy Valentines Day, I love you
all! To Kathy, Luv Ya Lots! Melissa
Theresa, ALL MY LIFE, I have waited for you. Thanks for
being the most incredible gift that God could have sent me.
You're AMAZING. I love you so much. You will always be MY
BEST FRIEND._All my love ALWAYS! Jeff
Charlie, "Whenever I see your smiling face, I have to smile
myself, because I love you." Happy (belated) Anniversary and
Valentine's Day! Three Squeezes, Shirley
Dee Dee, Your brother is not so smart. You should hang around
someone much better--someone like ME! Love, your secret
adrnirer(notMaridark)

Ste.ve, Our time together has been like a fairy tale. Thanks for
being my valentine. I love you. Yours, Libby
My sexy guy, I can't get enough of you! Happy 1st Valentine's
Day of many to come. "You're my sunshine... " I love you,
"Your Princess" (Elissa)
Sally, I love you with all my heart and will forever be yours.
Will you marry me? Brian

Felix, Touch my sister and I'll kill ya, foo! ! Much love, Mikey
Eileen & faul, Your Big Sister Loves you! Jeremy, your little
sister loves you. Have a Happy Valentine's Day! Pi Phi Love
And ALL of Mine! Helen

Rik Rok: Say it wasn't you ... Shaggy
Elias, you are the love of my life and you always will be. No
one compares to you and that is why I settled down :aid tied the
not. By far, the best decision I ever made. Now how about we
make an Elias Jr.? :) Happy Valentine's Day, Jenn.
Josh, Happy Val~ntine's Day sweetheart. I miss you terribly.
Come back to me soon. Love, Jack.

To one magically boobalicious babe (you know who you are),
Happy Valentine's Day...

Missy, on a scale of one to 10, you're a 1,000.
Valentine's Day. Bob

My Steel, Donovan Noble
My heart cannot bear the love that I feel for you
Please help me carry it
Your Angel, Jennie Jean
One
Steve: I think your comic sucks. From Ronco
Lambda Chi Alpha, My favorite men at UCF, you mean the
world to me. Thank you for everything! Happy Valentine's
Day! Yo1:1r crescen~ girl, Katie Gilbert.

Jessy, simply put...! love you baby.:) John
Happy

Tito, Sweetie Pie, Honey Bunch, If you ain't busy, take me to
lunch. Love, Ashley
I want to say thank you to every single person I know that supported me from the night I was sick, until the day I was cured.
If it wasn't for all of you, I wouldn't be here today. Sincerely
yours, Heissam Jebailey

'or

If you paid
an ad and it is not shown,
please e-man Heissam@UCFfuture.com
for a refund, gift and explanation.

Happy V-Day to all my peeps and peepettes at UCF. Love,
Johnny

Complete Line
Of Fresh:
Silks, Plants,
Flowers

There is no better way to say

•

Brook, From the day of its birth, On the 14th of the two;
Like sunrays on a summer earth, My heart beats for you.
Happy Anniversary. Love, Paul

Sherry Matthews and Shelley Hoy, Thanks guys for being the
best two friends a girl could possibly have. You're there with a
shoulder to cry on or a pair of legs to take me dancing. Both
your friendships mean the world to me and I hope you guys
have a great Valentines Day! Love, Diana

Elianna, I'm glad we called it quits before we got married
than afterwards. Now I'm right where I want to be ... single
and making millions. Andrew
Brooke, Your SBS LOVES YOU! I'm so Proud of You! Don't
break too many Hearts! Family #1, I love Everyone! We are the
Best Family Ever! Happy Valentine's Day!!!! Pi Phi Love and
ALL of Mine! Tabitha

Harika, I think you are the cutest, most adorable girl I know. I
am happy to have met you and I can't wait to hold you again.
Love, you know who. :)

CASCADES

to your significant other than by getting your
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florcal Garden of Winter Park
Wcaterford Lakes
"The Rose Specialist"
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Wire service to
ALL parts of the
country
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www.allinbloom.com

Valentine Headquarters for:
Candy/Roses, Stuffed Animals, Gold
Roses, Candles and Greeting Cards
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*15°/o Discount to All
Stud~nts & Faculty
with l.D.
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Same Day Delivery

CASCADES FLORIST
10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407/679-5144
Fax 407/679-6787
1-800-827-1097

"'UCF

• 1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone 407/629-0050
Fax 407/629-0877
1-800-393-0051

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
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711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407/281/7666
Fax 407/281-8005
1-866-415-9554

*Wire and delivery service excludes discount
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loaded w/standard features
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HYUnDRI
10 YEAR, 100,000 MILE·
POWERTRAIN WARRANTY!!
5 VEAR, 60,000 MILE
BUMPER TO BUMPER WARRANTY!!

E

New '01

ELANTRA

Only

auto, a/c, stereo and more!
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2 GREAT LOCATIONS • SAME LOW PRICE
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PICK THE ONE CLOSEST TO YOU!
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All Prices After Factory Rebate and Owner Loyalty Incentive. Plus tax & Tag Subject to prior sale.
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